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Abstract.
We model the time evolution of a lattice gas or binary
alloy quenched from infinite temperature (T = ») to T < T , the
c
critical temperature. The alloy is represented on a simple cubic 
lattice of N sites by the Ising Model with Kawasaki dynamics 
assuming a nearest neighbour attraction. The basic kinetic 
process is the interchange of two unlike particles on adjacent 
sites, and is Markovian. The unit of time t is taken as one 
attempted interchange per lattice site.
The differential equation used is that of Becker-Doring 
which assumes the droplets of the new phase to grow or shrink 
by absorbing.one particle at a time. For each size of droplet 
the equation contains two kinetic coefficients a^ and b. which 
are related to the probability that an 2-droplet absorbs . or 
emits one particle. The two coefficients are related by a 
detailed balance condition.
We first find the coefficient a. in the limit of zero 
density a.(0), assuming steady state diffusion as in the Lifshitz 
Slyozov theory. We express a^(0) as the solution of a
lattice diffusion problem describing the motion of the other 
particles near a given 2-cluster with suitable boundary 
conditions at infinity and at the surface of the cluster.
The differential equation is solved numerically for 
densities p = 0.05, 0.075, 0.10. The solution compares well 
with histograms from real alloys (Ni.- Al) and computer simulation 
of alloys, at the same value of 2*, which characterizes the 
supersaturation.
To determine 2* (t), we need to know the variation of 
^2 We find a^ is negative for small 2* (or high
supersaturation) indicating the presence of spinodal decomposition
2 -
initially. For 2* > 26, however, a. is approximately constant 
( 2.0) for 0 < t < 7000. Also 2* is linear over most of this
range and is well predicted by the differential equation over 
0 < t < 5000. For larger densities and for 7000 > t > 5000, 
however, the differential equation underestimates 2* because 
of coalescence.
- 3 -
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Preface
This thesis is an account of an attempt to improve the theory 
of coarsening in quenched alloys due to Lifshitz and Slyozov.
We model the time evolution of a lattice gas or binary alloy
quenched from infinite temperature (T = °°) to T < T where T is
c c
the critical temperature. The alloy is represented by the Ising 
Model with Kawasaki dynamics assuming a nearest neighbour attraction 
The basic kinetic process is the interchange of two unlike particles 
on adjacent sites, and is Markovian. The time unit is one attempted 
interchange per lattice site. The model is described in Chapter I.
In Chapter II, we set up the system of differential equations 
of Becker-Doring which assumes the droplets of the new phase to 
grow or shrink by absorbing or emitting one particle at a time. For 
each size of droplet, the equation contains two kinetic coefficients 
^£ ^^ich are related to the probability that an £-droplet 
absorbs or emits one particle. Tb ecoefficients are related by a 
detailed balance condition.
In Chapters III and IV, we calculate the coefficients a (0), 
in
the value of a^ W:he limit of zero density. As in the Lifshitz- 
Slyozov theory, we assume the absorption of monomers by a central 
cluster to be diffusion—controlled. We then express a^(0) as the 
solution of a lattice diffusion problem describing the motion of 
the other particles near a specified £-cluster with suitable 
boundary conditions at infinity and at the surface of the cluster. 
We also derive various empirical formulae for a (0) as a function
- 7
of Z ,  and of temperature T. We also obtain a closed formula for 
UjCO) and a^CO) in terms of the transition probabilities. We 
compare these results with what classical diffusion theory predicts 
for spherical clusters.
The differential equations Are solved numerically in Chapter V
for densities p = 0.05, 0.075, 0.10. Its solution compares well
. . . .   ^ {/Wvmt; f
with histograms from a computer simulation of a binary alloy, at
A
the same value of £ , the characteristic cluster size, which grows 
linearly with time approximately.
In Chapter VI,we complete the comparison by finding £* as
a function of t. Thus we need to know the variation of a„ with £*.
Iqr small^g. , a^ is negative implying the existence of spinodal
decomposition for high supersaturation, but for 200 > £* > 30, a
IS approximately constant and equal to twice a (0). We find that 
*
is linear in t over D'OSt cf tkc range 0 < t < 7000, as is to 
be expected during coarsening. Our equation;predict £* well in 
the range 0 < t < 5000, but underestimate £" for the higher densities
P = 0.075 and 0.10 for t > 5000, because of the coalescence of large
particles.
In Chapter VII we compare our solution with histograms of
the cluster size distribution in real alloys (e.g. Ni - A£, Cd - Ag). 
Our theory seems to be an improvement on the Lifshitz- Slyozov 
theory in predicting the cluster size distribution in real alloys.
Original work is contained in Chapters III, IV, V, VII, 
Section VI.4, and parts of Section 1.3 and 1.4, The first three 
sections of Chapter VI are almost entirely due to my supervisor 
Professor 0. Penrose. Chapters I and II are of an introductory 
nature. The simulation was done by Marro (1975),
The most important reference on which this work is based is 
the paper by Penrose et al (1978), and we follow the formulation 
in that paper throughout. Other important references are the 
review article by Penrose 0. and Lebowitz J. (1978) which serves 
as a good introduction to the work contained in this thesis; 
the paper by Kalos et al where the steady state distribution 
formula (1.6) is given; and also the paper by Ardell and Nicholson 
(1966) which compares the distribution of Ni A£ alloys with the 
Lifshitz Slyozov theory. The paper by Lifshitz and Slyozov (1961) 
is also important.
I would like to thank my supervisor Professor Oliver Penrose, 
without whose guidance this work could not have been possible.
This thesis is not substantially the same as one which has 
already been submitted to any other university. This thesis can 
be made available or photocopied at the discretion of the Librarian 
at the Open University.
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Chapter I Introduction
I.l Motivation of this work
A binary alloy, which we call AB, such as ZnA& or NiA£, is 
spatially homogeneous when it is in thermal equilibrium at a 
temperature T, > the critical temperature, that is it consists 
of one thermodynamic phase. If the system is suddenly quenched to 
a lower temperature T  < T ^  , it remains spatially homogeneous. 
Thermal equilibrium, however, requires the coexistence of two 
phases, one A-rich and one B-rich phase, whenever the fraction of 
A-atoms p is in the range Ç ^  Ç 5 , where and p.
are the concentration of the A and B phases at time
A "B
t «<£1
This quench is shown in Fig(l,i), which gives the densities p and 
Pg for temperatures T below T . The nature of the time evolution 
of a quenched alloy is very important in metallurgy.
c u r v e
Fig Cl,i): Illustration of quench from Temperature T 
phase à 1 a a w  of an alloy AB.
“ 1 6 “
The kinetics of this physical system can be studied by a 
set of kinetic equations put forward by Becker and Doring in 1935“ 
these equations are well established as the basis for successful 
treatments of some topics in phase transition kinetics such as 
metastability and Ostwald ripening. The physical basis of these 
equations is that droplets of the new phase grow or shrink by 
absorbing or emitting particles One at a time. For each size of 
droplet, the equations contain two kinetic coefficients, one 
giving the probability per unit time that the droplet will emit a 
particle, the other giving the probability that it will absorb a 
particle. The normal methods for calculating these coefficients 
depend on treating the droplets as if they were spheres of the 
new phase. .This assumption is, however, obviously invalid for 
droplets consisting of only a few particles and is in any case 
difficult to relate quantitatively to the basic microscopic 
model. The difficulty of establishing such a relationship 
has already led to much controversy in the treatment of metastability, 
Refer for example to Lothe and Pound (1962).
It is the purpose of this work to describe,for a particular 
microscopic model, how the kinetic coefficients can be calculated 
directly from microscopic quantities. These kinetic coefficients, 
when used in the Becker“Doring theory, give a system of differential 
equations which can be integrated numerically to predict how the 
distribution of cluster signs varies with time. These predictions 
are then compared with the results of computer simulations of 
the same microscopic model carried out by Kalos et al (1978)
and also with some experimental results.
- 17 -
The model to which our results apply is the Ising model with 
Kawasaki dynamics. This is a model of a binary alloy in which each 
lattice site is occupied by one atom and the state changes with time 
according to a Markov process where the allowed transitions are 
interchanges of the atoms on two neighbouring sites.
' The model is
mathematically equivalent to a lattice gas, with each site either 
empty or occupied by a particle, in which case the allowed 
transitions are jumps of any particle to any neighbouring empty 
site. In either case, a nearest-neighbour attractive law is 
assumed and the transition probabilities are chosen in accordance 
with a detailed balancing condition which includes a specification 
of the temperature.
The Becker-Doring theory assumes that the new phase consists 
of widely separated droplets or nuclei immersed in the old phase. 
This requires one of the components of the alloy (the one which 
predominates in the new phase) to have a relatively small concent­
ration. At such concentrations it is convenient to use a lattice 
gas picture regarding the minority atoms as 'particles' and 
the majority atoms as 'empty sites’. We can then describe the 
ions in terms of clusters, a cluster being defined as 
a maximal connected set of particles i.e. of minority atoms, and 
to identify the^clusters with the 'droplets' in the Becker-Doring 
theory. It was pointed out by Lifshitz and Slyozov (1961), and
by Wagner (1961) that the rate of change of the average number of 
particles in a large spherical cluster can be found by treating 
the motion of the other particles nearby as a diffusion problem.
We therefore apply a similar idea to the motion of the particles 
near a cluster of any size or shape: we express the Becker-Doring
Kinetic coefficients in terms of the solution of a lattice 
diffusion problem describing the motion of the other particles 
near a specified cluster with suitable boundary conditions at 
infinity and at the surface of the cluster. The Kinetic coefficients 
are first found in the limit of zero density, i.e. when there 
are very few monomers round the central cluster; we then calculate 
these coefficients for non-zero densities.
Finally we compare the solution of the Becker-Doring 
system of equations using these coefficients, with experimental 
results on real alloys and with computer simulation of real 
alloys. We also see to what extent our results agree with the 
prediction of the theory of Lifshtiz and Slyozov (1961), which 
has been widely used in metallurgy to explain the kinetics of 
coarsening in quenched alloys.
- 19
1.2 The Kinetic Ising Model of a lattice gas
Most works on the time evolution of phase transitions in 
statistical mechanics has been done on dynamical models based on the 
Ising model (Ising, 1925). The reader is referred to the article 
"Towards a rigorous theory of metastability" (Penrose and Lebowitz, 
1978) for a review of these models.
The Kinetic model relevant to the lattice gas (or binary alloy) 
is that of Kawasaki (1966,1972). The simplest dynamical assumption is 
that the configuration of the lattice gas changes by a random 
movement of particles to a neighbouring empty site. In binary alloy 
language this is interpreted as a random interchange of atoms on 
neighbouring sites.
Kawasaki s Kinetic model of the lattice gas was simulated on 
the computer (Marro 1975). The lattice was taken to be simple cubic 
with N sites (N = 125,000). The basic dynamic process in the
simulation was as follows: a site is picked at random, and then
a nearest neighbour is picked at random, and if exactly one of these 
two sites is full, the particle moves to the other site with a 
transition probability p defined by
Pn - (1,1)
y + 1
where n, positive or negative, is the net decrease or increase 
respectively in the number of nearest neighbours the particle will 
at tç.f'i the proposed move, and y is the Boltzman factor defined
by
V
KT
y = e (1 ,2)
20 -
where V > 0 is the attraction between two particles of the lattice 
gas which are nearest neighbours, K is Boltmann's constant, and T 
is the absolute temperature. Equation (1,1) satisfies detailed 
balancing (Glauber 1963).
In the simulation, the duration At . of one such attempted
s im ^
interchange was defined to be ^ units of time. Therefore, the 
probability p(x,y) of moving a particle from a site x to a 
neighbouring site 2  time — given x is full and y empty can 
be written as
P(x»l) =
[prob (site x  is chosen from N sites) x prob(choosing nearest neigh­
bour y) + prob(site y is chosen from N sites) x prob(choosing near­
est neighbour x)] x transitional probability that the interchange 
between x and 2  takes place
3 ( 1 . 3 )
since —  is the duration of one attempted interchange in the
simulation. The probability that a molecule at site x goes to a
p
neighbouring empty site y is therefore ~  per unit time.
2 i “
Such a model,however, is a simplification of real alloys where 
l^^ttice misfit of the two kinds of atoms and resulting elastic 
distortion have to be taken into account. Also exchange in most real 
alloys take place indirectly via vacancies (the 'hole' mechanism) 
rather than by the 'ring' mechanism used in the Kawasaki model. The 
ring mechanism is observed only in Cu — Mo and some pure metals 
like copper and gold. Marro et al, however, noticed that the 
simulation results did not depend crucially on the number of vacancies
-  22 -
1.3 Equilibrium properties of the Kawasaki model.
Each configuration of the lattice gas can be partitioned into 
subsets which we call 'clusters'. A cluster is a collection of occupied 
sites such that no such site is a nearest neighbour of an occupied site 
outside the cluster, but if a cluster is subdivided into subsets, then 
at least one member of one subset is the nearest neighbour of a member 
of another subset. The number per lattice site of clusters consisting of
exactly ^  particles is denoted by G^.
The equilibrium values of can be found in terms of the
partition function for clusters of size f (Lebowitz and Penrose, 
1978). The quantities are given by
V
where y is the Boltzmann factor e^ '^ defined in (1,2), and runs 
over the set of translationally inequivalent clusters A of size H ,  
andr,(A) is the number of pairs of nearest neighbours in cluster X. 
The partition functions are polynomials in the Boltzmann factor
y and have been found exactly by Sykes (1976) for the simple cubic
lattice for £ = 1 to 10;
Q l  =  I 
Qp “ 3y 
Q] = 15y2
- 83y + 3y^
= 486y^ + 48y^
Qg = 29(?7y^ + 496y^ + 18y^
- 23
Qy = ]8748y^ + 4368y^ + 378yG + 8y^
Qg = 121725y7 + 36027yG + 4854y9 + 306y*° + y^^
Qg = 807381yG + 288732y^ + 51030y^° + 5544y^^ + I59y^2
13
+ 24y ^
Q,Q = 5447203y9 + 2280792y'0 + 488976y^^
+ 72244y^2 + 5l03y^3 + sgGy^^ +
The importance of these Q^'s lies in the fact that the equilibrium 
value of can be obtained in terms of these Q.'s. For low 
densities, we have (Penrose and Lebowitz,1978)
=£ = q«, (1,5)
where z is the fugacity of the system for given temperature T and
density p.
Equation (1,5) has to be modified to hold for higher values 
of the fugacity z or density p. The empirical law corresponding to 
(1,5) for higher densities has been observed in computer simulation!
— 24 —
of a binary alloy (Sur 1977). The results have been analysed by 
Kales et al.(1978). They found that the distribution of sizes of 
small clusters at equilibrium and also at low supersaturation when 
the system appeared to be in a metastable state could be represented 
by the empirical formula
C| - (] - p ) \
2 (I - p)4 & > 2
(1,6)
where p is the density in lattice gas language or fractional 
concentration of minority phase in alloy language. The empirical 
formula (1,6) reduces to (1,5) in the limit of zero density, when 
W Z.0 Equation (1,6) is very important, and the extent of its 
validity will be discussed in the next section.
For £ > 11, the coefficient are obtained from the extra­
polation formula for given by (Penrose et al, 1978).
The physical basis of this equation is that the excess pressure 
of a spherical droplet of radius r (proportional to £*/^) is 
proportional to 1/r. The quantity is the saturation value of 
W in equation (1,6) and the constant C acts like a surface 
tension. The presence of (£ - 2) rather than £ in (1,7) was 
explained by Frenkel (1946). The reason for this is that for a
25
system of I  molecules, the total number of internal degrees of 
freedom is 3(£ - 2) and not 3£, as it is assumed to be, to a good 
approximation, in classical thermodynamics. This distinction 
becomes important only for small £. „ (1,7) IS arclo-t&cA to.
the Capillarity approximation (Abraham 1974) whereby small 
clusters are treated as macroscopic drops.
Table (I,i): The constant W and C in (1.7) for 
various temperatures
V
KT
C
. 7 .04152 1.044
.8 .03624 1.104
.9 .03143 1.180
1 .0 .02704
(.03525)
1.275
1.094 .023^
(.0298)
1.38
1 .2 0.01942 4 1.555
1 .3 0.01613 1 , 764
1.4 0.01315 2.046
1 .5 0.01046 2.440
(0.010526) (2.415)
1.6 .00849 3.019" 1.005897 3.932
i
1.8 .003989 5.556
1.9 .002316 9.157
2.0 .008660 23.45
26 -
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0
t-f
î*ig (I, il): A graph of \/ against _V_
KT 2.0
Fig (I,iii): A graph of C against for 0.7 < _Y_ < 2.0.
Q KT
constant V/^  and C occur in the formula — -—  = \^  ( | + ___
^(+1 ® (t-2)
The
)173
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We have performed a least square analysis of (1,7) for
different temperatures for £ = 4 to 9. We give W^ and C in
Table (I,i) for different values of The accuracy of (1,7) ^ 9
with these values of W and C is always better than 0.2% for 
V
the range 0.7 < < 2.0 . We c o m p a r t  t h r e e  values of W„ for
Ki - S
different temperatures with values of W_ observed in t&e
S
simulations ai tbc co-ix»5tenfc«. at these temperatures (Kalos, 1 978) .
These are given in brackets in Table (I,i). At ~  = 1.5, the
KT
values of W^ differ by only 5% but are considerably lower at -^ = 1.0
and 1 . 0 9 . reason for this is that for these higher temperatures, 
for given £, there are relatively fewer compact clusters and so 
the clusters tend to deviate more from the compactness of spherical 
clusters at higher temperatures. In ï'ig (I,ii) and (I,iii) we 
plot C and W^ against V/KT for V/KT > 1.2.
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1.4 Validity of the distribution (1,6) for small clusters under
condition of steady state for various temperatures and densities
The distribution (1,6) holds for small clusters under 
equilibrium conditions (Kalos et al 1978). To find the parameter 
w in (1,6), for a given density p and temperature T we define as 
the total number of particles per site in clusters of size L or less. 
Assuming (1,6) is valid
P p  = (1 -  p ) ^ W  + (1 - p ) ^ .  J £ Q ^ W  (1 , 8 )
1 2
where L is a suitable integer such as 10 or 20, such that clusters 
less than L are considered 'small', and clusters bigger than L are 
considered big'. The quantity p^ signifies the number of particles 
in the small clusters.
To find the equilibrium distribution of the small clusters at 
infinite temperature, we can put p = p in (1,8) because C , is
Li L+1
very small under these conditions. One can then solve for W in 
(1,8) and get the distribution of small clusters from (1,6), with 
Qp. evaluated at T = °° (y = 1). We compare C g  predicted by the 
W-formula (1,6) with concentration of small clusters
obtained from a simulation (Marro 1975) with the particles 
distributed at random on the lattice, corresponding to infinite 
temperature^ In Table (I,ii) we give this comparison for 
p = 0.075 using a value L = 10. We can see that the agreement is 
quite good. This method works for densities p less tkah o.'ÿout iof*.
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125,000 X c
simulation.. . solving (1,9):.
1 5790 5866
2 965 965
3 310 286
4 88 97
5 35 36
6 21 14
7 11 6
8 4 2
9 1 1
10 0 0
> 10 1 ....0
Table (I,ii): Comparison of simulation concentration
with as obtained from solving for 
W in (1,9).
Density p = 0.075, temperature T =
30 -
The equation (1,6) can also be shown to hold under approximately
steady state conditions, if one considers W to be a parameter which
decreases slowly with time while nucléation is taking place until it
reaches at equilibrium. Thus given p^, p and T, one can solve for
W from (1,8) and use (1,6) to give us the steady state distribution
for small clusters. In Table (I,iii), we compare for T = 0.59T
(l^ 7) ^
(y = 4.482) and p = 0.10, the predictions of .the W-formula^with the 
distribution of small clusters from a simulation done by Marro 
et al (unpublished).. We compare them for various times. The 
parameter W was obtained by finding p^^ from the simulation, and 
then solving (1,8) with L = 10. The agreement again is quite good
W
over the range 1.4 < — < 2, so (1,6) is valid even for
1 *1© C'lve 8,1bo tthe predictions of a differential equation, 
described in Chapter II, for the evolution of C  with, time# ife Ijive 
for = 1 to lo in the differential equation, for a value of time 
when the value of Gy is approximately the same as that in the 
W-formula (1,6). The differential equation distribution is quite near to 
the w-formula and to the simulation distribution, and it predicts 
accurately#
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Equation (1,7) can be- used to relate W^ which is a measure of 
the supersaturation, to a characteristic cluster size £*, which we 
define by
When £ is defined in this way, it can be shown (Penrose et al,
1978) that £ is a critical size such that clusters larger than £* 
grow at the expense of those less than £*, which tend to shrink.
While nucléation is taking place, W decreases slowly to W^ , and £* 
increases by (1,9). The basic assumption in the theory of coarsening 
(Lifshitz and Slyozov 1961, and Wagner 1961) is that £* increases 
linearly with time during the coarsening of quenched alloys.
The quantity £ , or W, characterizes the distribution of 
the small clusters via (1,9) and (1,6). We have shown in this 
section that the important formula (1,6) holds not only for 
equilibrium but also under conditons which are approximately 
steady state. It holds forj^temperaturesT above and below T^ , 
and for densities p at least as high as 0.10.
1.5 Fundamental equations of the Lifshitz-Slyozov theory
In a supersaturated solution diffusion effects may bring about 
the formation of grains of the new phase» Two*" stages of this process 
may be distinguished. In the first concentration fluctuations 
produce nuclei of the new phase which grow directly from the 
supersaturated medium. The second stage may be considered to begin 
when the grains thus formed have reached an appreciable size and the 
degree of supersaturation is small. The rate of formation of these
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larger droplets is most often controlled (Greenwood 1969) by the 
rate at which the solute diffuses between particles. The second 
stage is often called coarsening or Ostwald ripening.
To obtckin the fundamental equation of Lifshitz and xlyozov we solve the 
diffusion equ. tion for the monomer concentration
-  0  C  ( f  t )
t
friven a spherical cluster of radius H at the origin, D is the diffusion 
constant of monomers, assuming steady state and using spherical symmetry, 
this equation reduces to ^ , that is
c(V) - A (1,10).
where a and B are constants determined fcy two boundary conditions, aS 
r * 0 ,c( !(*) tends to the overall monomer concentration c ^ , and so
a = c ^ . elvin'8 equation now gives c(R), the monomer concentration at
the surface of the cluster^ as 
c ( R ) : ^ t
where C|eq equilibrium concentration of monomers and «  is a positive,
constant, '^his equation holds for small supersaturations ^  ^ C  I
ith these boundary conditions ,( I,to) thin gives 
c (r) : C.-i- ^
The rate at which monomers flow towj^rds the central cluster per unit area 
is given by j = D  ^and this is equal to the rate of growth of the
radius of the cluster ^  =j. ’’sing (I,|| ) we obtain
K^-t)
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Thus for every value A of the supersaturation there exists a 
critical radius = —  such that a cluster of this size is in 
equilibrium with the solution. If R > the grain grows, if 
R < Rc it dissolves. This is the basic mechanism for coarsening. 
Both A and R^ themselves vary with time.
Assuming a spherical cluster, if we define volume of grain
to be £ - Y"^ R and define £ = •j 'îtRq as the critical size, we can tken
. .
write
~  - 4tt Da [(A) 7 3  _ (1,12)
This formula is the basic for the Lifshitz-Slyozov theory. From 
(1,12) we see that particles of size greater than £ tend to grow 
at the expense of particles of size less than £ which tend to 
disappear. The critical size £ is predicted to grow linearly with 
time in the case of diffusion controlled growth. It has been shown
(Penrose et al, 1978) that for large £, the equations of Becker
>• .
and Doring can be reduced to an equation similar to (1,12) with
— A
£ = £ , defined in (1,9). We will set up the Becker-Doring 
equations in the next chapter, and we will compare their predictions 
with those of Lifshitz and Slyozov in Chapter VII.
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Chapter II The Becker-Doring Equation
It is the purpose of this chapter to set up a system of 
differential equations of the Becker Doring type (Becker-Doring 
1935) to predict the kinetics of the growth of clusters in the 
KawGLsaki model.
The basic assumption of the Becker—Doring theory is that a 
drop or cluster of one phase can increase or decrease in size by 
at most one particle at a time. So the Becker-Doring model neglects 
processes like the coagulation of two large clusters to form an 
even larger one, or its inverse - the breaking up of a large 
cluster into two large parts. Rough estimates, however, indicate 
that processes involving more than one large cluster are 
relatively unimportant for sufficiently small times and for low 
densities of minority phase (e.g. 10%) (Penrose et al 1978).
Coalescence effects have been studied by Smoluchowski (1916) in 
connection with fonhiation of raindrops, and also by Binder (1974,1976) 
and by Mirold and Binder (1977).
We will follow closely the paper 'Growth of clusters in a 
First Order Phase Transition' by Penrose et al (1978), in the 
formulation of the Becker-Doring equations in this chapter.
IÏ.1 The Kinetic Equations
We define c^ as the number of clusters of size £ per site of 
the lattice. If the only processes considered are the absorption 
and emission of a monomer by a cluster of arbitrary size, we can
I ;
write the Becker-Doring equations as
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where is the net rate of conversion per site of £-particle 
clusters into (A + 1)-particle clusters, and is given by
^A = C, - b^+i A%I (11,2)
Here a^ and b^^^ are kinetic coefficients: a^ describes the rate
at which A-partide clusters absorb monomers and b is a
A+1
coefficient describing the rate at which (A+I)-particle clusters 
emit monomers. To complete the system of equations we also need 
one for c^. The condition determining c^  is the conservation of 
matter, which can be written as
I = p = a constant (11,3)
A=1
when p is the total number of particles divided by the total 
number of lattice sites. We call p the density, which is a 
constant independent of time.
The coefficients a^ and b^+^ in formula (11,2) are related 
through the fact that by detailed balancing argument, = 0 at 
equilibrium. If the density is small enough for the equilibrium 
state to have only one phase, it is reasonable to assume that 
the cluster concentration at equilibrium c^^ are given approx­
imately by equation (1,6) for all A:
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= (1 - p)^W and = (I - p)^Q W A > 2 (1,6)
where is the partition function for A-sized clusters on the 
simple cubic lattice. Substituting (1,6) into (11,2) and setting 
= 0, we obtain for the ratio b^+,/a^ at density p a formula 
depending weakly on the density through the factor (1 - p)^:
^+1 = _J - P) for A > 2 (11,4)
^A I 2
A+1 Uj(l - p) A = 1
where W is defined by
The asymptotic nature of has already been discussed in equation 
(1,7). If we let p -t 0 in (11,4) we obtain
bf+|(0) = a&(0) (11,6)
where b^+,(0) and a^(0) are the values of b^+, and a^ in the 
limit of zero density.
Equation (11,4) shows the dependence of the ratio b ^^/a on 
density. In Chapter V, we will show that a^ can be written as
^A " a^(0) (11,7)
— 38 —
where a^(0) is thevalue of a^ in the limit of zero density, and 
p CA ) gives the variation of a^ with A or equivalently with the 
size distribution of the small clusters, these being most mobile.
In Chapter III we will describe a method of calculating a (0)
and we will derive an asymptotic formula for the form a (0) ^ A^^^
i.e. that a^ increases as the radius of an A-cluster approximately
in the case of diffusion controlled growth (Penrose et al 1978,
and Lifshitz and Slyozov 1961). The equations (11,4), (11,6)
and (11,7) imply that the variation with density of b^^^ is given 
by
i i 2
2 (II, 8)
(l-%) I = I
where b^^^(0) is the value of b^^^ in the limit of zero density.
3
The factor (1 - p) in (11,8) represents the reduction in 
the probability of evaporation of a monomer from an (A+1)- 
particle cluster caused by the possibility that a monomer cannot 
hj definition form on any site next to a site that is already 
occupied. In (11,8) we assumed for simplicity that (11,4) is 
valid also at higher densities for which the equilibrium has two 
phases although the size distribution formula (1,6) is not valid 
for large A either in the true equilibrium state or even in the 
quasistationary state with a time dependent W  (Penrose et al,
1978).
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For numerical purposes, one has to take a finite system 
of equations in (11,1). Thia is done by letting c^ = 0 for A > L. 
This L is different from the L in equation (J,8). We then define 
the derivative of C by
dC^
T T  “ k-i (II, 9)
Provided L is big enough the solution does not depend on the
actual value of L. We took L to be 800. The choice of L will
be discussed in more detail in Chapter V.
Equations based on the Decker-Doring theory were used
by others including Courtney (1962), Abraham (1969), Bauer et al
(1978). Their differential equatiomwere considerably different
from ours. The coefficient a^  ^in their theory was taken to be 
2/3
proportional to A for surface controlled growth. In this work 
(see Chapter III and IV) we will take a^ proportional to A*^^ 
for diffusion controlled growth, which is the more common 
mechanism of growth in the coarsening of quenched alloys.
Another important distinction is that in our system of equations 
we have «jletev-mrn eel 11 i eit'c A o 4 c, CojNseirvatlo ^
pf C p  the concentration of monomers, is assumed
to be constant with time in the C'tted W i t U  Oiur r
decreases monotonically with time for the initial 
conditions described in section 1.5.
The three authors mentioned above also used very small 
values for L namely 110, 110, and 25. By comparsion, we have 
to take L 800 to describe what happens in the simulations
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(Marro 1975) since there was a considerable number of clusters 
of size 600 in the simulation for the later times.
11*2 Existence of a Phase Transition for
When in equation (1,8) we let L-*-»®, we obtain an infinite series 
for the density in terms of W. The function Ç (W) is the number of 
particles in the 'vapour phase* for a given value of W. The radius 
of convergence of the series for ^(W) is given by lim j = Wg
from equation (1,7). For T < T^, the value ^ (Wg) = fg, the*critical 
density, which is finite (Fisher, 1967). For one can find a
value of W in (0,Wg] so that Ç(W) = In this case therefore no new 
phase is nucleated. For , however, no such W can be found since
the density in the vapour phase cannot exceed ^ . Therefore is
the density of the nucleated phase. The quantity ^  is the saturated
vapour pressure in lattice gas language, or the equilibrium concentration 
of one metal in a binary alloy.
For T however, Fisher's theory would require C —^ 0 in
(1.7) as T Tc from below. This is not confirmed by our data in
Table (I,i), where for c is about 1.18. This suggests that
(1.7) is not accurate for large ^  for temperatures T near to or larger 
than Tc•
II.3 The free energy
Die system of Becker-Doring equations has a free energy, 
whose derivative with respect to time is always negative. We 
define the free-energy per site f by ( Pe^rcsç, vn p u b i i sk j •
il = C,[log + I] + logCl + -  (II. II)
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Differentiating with respect to t, using (II,I) and (.11,3) for 
, we have
We now group the terms with coefficient together and the 
expression is equal to
Then using equation (11,4) for all A ^ 1 and using (11,2) for the 
definition of J^, we can express the above expression as
d f oo j
dE Kf) “ (' + ^ ° (II' '2)
The term on the right hand side is always positive whatever 
the value of since b^^j ^A+1 ~ This means that the
free energy is monotonically ^^creasing for all time whatever 
the initial conditions.
. - 4 2  -
One can also find the equilibriu.m distribution of
clusters by minimizing the free energy subject fo this condition
00
that Z AC^ = P using Lagrangian multipliers. This gives the 
same concentration distributions for equilibriu.m as given by 
the distribution (1,6), and the same relation for p in terms 
of w as in (%^g). . . ■ _ > r ;
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Chapter III : The Kinetic Coefficients a^(0) 
in the Limit of Zero Density.
In this chapter, we will calculate the coefficients 
a^(0) for A = 1 to 6. Assuming a concentration c^  of
monomers and c^ of clusters of size A, the quantity a^c^Cj is 
the rate (Becker and Doring, 1935) at which clusters of size A 
absorb monomers to become clusters of size A + 1. Thus, a^ is 
the rate at which clusters of size A absorb monomers to become 
clusters of size A + 1 ,  per unit concentration of A-clusters c 
and per unit monomer concentration c^. The coefficients a^(0) 
are then defined as the value of a^ when the density p tends 
to zero.
First we will give some definitions which we will use 
later on throughout this chapter. We define
2  = the infinite cubic latice.
A = an equivalence class of translationally equivalent
clusters in .
6 = set of points in 2  which are occupied by a given
cluster in A.
The origin belongs to G.
N^(&) = set of all the nearest neighbours of C not them­
selves in 6.
A
M (6) = set of all the nearest neighbours of not 
themselves in Q or .
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B = a closed cubic boundary with faces perpendicular to 
the three coordinate axis of the lattice S -  The 
boundary B completely encloses 6, N^, and is 
disjoint from them.
By these definitions G, N^, N^, B are all disjoint and all sub­
sets of 2. We also define the vectors 0^, i = 1, ..., 6 to
be equal to the six vectors (1, 0, 0), (-1, 0, 0), etc.
III.I Microscopic formulation.
In this section we formulate the problem of finding a.(0).
Given a class of translationally equivalent clusters A of size 
A, we define to be the concentration of clusters in A. A 
cluster in A can be transformed to a cluster of size ( A + 1 )  
by absorbing a monomer at a lattice site in . Conversely a 
cluster of size A + 1 occupying the lattice sites of A and any 
one site in , can be converted to a cluster in A by emitting 
the particle at . The union of the equivalence classes of 
such ( A + 1 )  - clusters is V X  : Ç  C X  CC 6  ^dchotcd
by A"*" for brevity. We also denote by C^+ the total concentra­
tions of such (A + 1)-clusters on 2  which are in A^. Therefore 
+
A can contain clusters of different shape and orientation.
We now define ^+ to be the net probability per unit 
time that the clusters in %  isomorphic to A absorb monomers to 
become some (A + 1)- cluster in A . Following Becker and 
Doring (1935) we can write ^+ as
x+ L L - V x  (III.l)
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where is the probability per unit time that the clusters
in X absorb a monomer to form an (A + 1)-cluster per unit 
and per unit C^. Then b ^ ^  is the probability per unit time, 
per unit C^+ that any cluster in X breaks up into a monomer 
and an A-cluster in X. This equation is analogous to equation 
(II, 2) in our formulation of the Becker - Doring equations.
We can then divide (III, 1) by C^:
^X,X*/Cx = X"^  (111,2)
This gives the net probability per unit time that the given 
cluster 6 in X becomes an (A + 1)-cluster. We assume that the 
cluster 6 is at the origin.
The size distribution of clusters on the lattice 2  can be 
assumed to be a canonical Gibbs distribution given by the 
equation (I, 5) in the limit of zero density. A simple 
generalization of (I, 5) can be made to obtain and under 
conditions of steady state. Let n(X) be the number of pairs of 
nearest neighbours in the cluster G in X , and n(€ux)be the 
number of pairs of nearest neighbours in the (A+1) cluster formed by 
adding a monomer at a site x e Nj. Then the steady state values 
of and C^+ are given by
and \ C,*''" (III, 3)
where y is the Boltzmann factor^V/KT, and where the sum is only 
over translationally inequivalent clusters in X . The quantity
OO
C. is obtained from the conservation of mass condition ^ AC . = p
1
as explained near (I, 5). The density p is assumed to be arbit­
rarily small, so our analysis is done in the limit of zero density.
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Lw X
For any x e2  “ 6, i.e. outside the central clusterywe can 
define a steady state probability f(x) by
f(x) = prob {site x is occupied by a monomer
given that sites in 6 are full}.
When X is an immediate neighbour of the central cluster G,
i^e. x e  Nj, f(x) is related to the probability that an (£ + 1)-
cluster is present; otherwise f(x) will be related to the 
probability that there is a monomer in the vicinity of the 
cluster 6.
The probability f(x) is related to f(x +6^), that is f 
evaluated at the nearest neighbour of x, via the transition 
probabilities p(x, x + which we defined in (I, 1)^(1, 2) 
and (I, 3). We will now get a difference equation for f(x) 
with suitable boundary conditions, and ^can then be
X X
obtained in terms of f(x).
In the low density limit, we can consider only reactions 
between a monomer and the given cluster 6 at the origin, and 
ignore all other reactions, say between the monomers themselves. 
If we also neglect the possibility of the cluster \ breaking up, 
we obtain from the Kawasaki dynamical assumption (Kawasaki 1966) 
the condition
df (x^) 6
= I (27%) - f(x) p(x »
i= 1
for X - (G u Nj) (III, 4)
where the sum is over the neighbours of x.
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Provided that the cluster size distribution changes slowly
enough with time, an assumption which we will examine later, we
can put df/dt = 0 in this equationo We then obtain the steady
state condition 
6
I CfCx+g^) > x) “ f(x) p(x^  , x+e^)] = 0
for X £ S  - (e u Nj) (III, 5)
For away from cluster C, p(x, all be equal to p /3 and
the difference equation (III, 5) reduces to the finite difference 
analogue of Laplace's equation:
6
I [f(x+e.) - f(x)] = 0 for X £ 2  - (e u N, u N„) (III, 6)
i-1 • ^
For the second nearest neighbouring sites, x £ N^, however, the
more general equation (III, 5) must be used, since some of the
possible transitions change the energy.
One can then relate to the function f and the
transition probabilities. The cluster 6 can only become an
tr N,
(A + l)-cluster in one move by monomers moving from N^jj^the set 
of nearest neighbours of 6. The net rate at which
cluster G becomes an A + 1 cluster is therefore given by
C " "  ^ [p(&2 ’ - p  f (n?) - P(2i f (fLi )] (III, 7)A
n|€N,
The equation (III, 7) will be used in the next section to specify 
numerically the boundary conditions for the difference equation 
(III, 5).
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III.2 Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions for the difference equation (III, 5) 
describe what happens at infinity and at the sites e , that
is the sites adjacent to the cluster X. At infinity we have 
assuming widely separated parts of the system to be statistically 
independent.
f (x)  as £  > 00 (III, 8)
For adjacent sites, x e , the relevant condition describes the 
fact that if X e , then we have an (A + O-cluster. In fact,
remembering the definition of X*^  and C we have
C^+ = prob{there is a cluster X^ of size A + 1}
= )^prob{there is an A-cluster X at the origin}
xgN j
xprob{site x is full j cluster X at origin}
where the sum runs over nil sites x in N,.
—  1
This can be written as
C,+
I f(x) = -f- (III, 9)
x.N, L
To complete equation (III, 9) we need to know the f(£) 
individually. We can assume for simplicity that the concentration 
of the(A + 1)-clusters of various shapes are at the same ratio 
as at equilibrium. So f (£) can be assumed to satisfy a Gibbs 
distribution over Nj.
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n ("^ ux ^
f(x) = constant x y —  for e Nj (III, 10)
where y = and n(£ u x) is the number of pairs of nearest
neighbours in the (£ + 1)-cluster G u x. Equation (III, 10)
holds at equilibrium and we will discuss its validity for steady 
state conditions later on in this section*
The difference equation (III, 5) together with boundary
conditions (III, 8), (III, 9) and (III, 10) gives a system of
linear equations which can be shown to have a unique solution
(Isaacson and Keller, 1966)* By the superposition principle
this solution depends linearly on the parameters C, and C,+/C,o
1 A A
The part of the solution which is proportional to Cj can be 
found by solving the difference equation under the conditions
f(x)---- è> 1 X --->00
(1 1 1, 1 1)
f (x) = 0 X e N,
The part which is proportional to can be found by
solving the difference equation under the conditions
f (2c)-- >  0  as X --- >00
( 111 , 12)
f(K) = for X e N,
xeN 
—  1
In fact only one of these problems need be solved because by 
detailed balancing, = 0 at equilibrium which implies that
À X “ &XX+ with and C^+ given by (III, 3). We now
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show how to obtain a^^+ from the problem (III, 11)* In our 
numerical work we only solved (III, 11),
Once the solution of the difference equation (III, 5) with 
boundary conditons (III, 8) and (III, 11) is known, we can 
calculate d^^+/C^* In (III, 7), this was shown to be equal to 
the net rate of flow of monomers from N^, the set of second 
nearest neighbours of cluster G, to , the set of nearest 
neighbours of the central cluster* By conservation of matter, 
the flow of clusterJfrom to has to be equal to the total 
monomer flow towards G at large distances from 6* This flow is 
equal to the sum over any closed surface, which encloses the 
central cluster and does not pass through any of the lattice 
sites, of all the probability flows
p(x , :x + f(x + e.) - p(x + gi , x) f(x) (III, 13)
along bonds which cross the surface, using a sign convention in 
which an inward flow counts as positive* By (III, 5) and the 
finite difference analogue of th.tï-’ divergence theorem, the 
quantity so defined is the same for all such surfaces, so we 
may calculate it using a large sphere* At large distances from 
cluster 6, our difference equation (III, 5) becomes approx­
imately Laplace*s equation (III, 6)* So the probability flow
along a bond in the x direction is given by s since
Pq
P^£j = —  for X far from cluster G, from equation (I, 3).
Consequently, the total flow across a surface S is given 
approximately by a surface integral
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9
where denotes the outward normal derivative* At large 
distances, the solution of the difference equation (111,5) with 
boundary condition (1X1,8) has the same asymptotic form as that 
of Laplace’s equation, namely
f ( x ) =  C,  -  Y  + 0 ( - L )  ( 1 1 1 , 1 5 )
r
where K is independent of x, but depends linearly on Cj and — —  
and r is the Euclidean distance of the position vector x to the 
centre of gravity of the cluster G*
We can assume that S is the surface of a large sphere with
radius R and centre the origin* Then substituting (1X1,15) into
(III,14) using spherical coordinates, the integral in (111,14)
2
becomes equal to 4irr x —  = 4nK. We therefore have the equation
combining this equation with (111,7) gives us
Pn r
" Y —  = A7t(— )K = 2- [ p ( n 2 , nj)f(n2)“ p(nj ,U2)f ( H j) ](III, 16)
A
We solved the difference equation (111,5) under boundary 
condition (111,11). Since those boundary condition are equiva­
lent to formally putting Cj = 1 and C^+/C^ = 0 in (111,2), we
then obtain CL as being equal to any one of the three quantities
A A
in (111,16)* Remembering that in (111,11), f(nj) = 0 for all
n,eN,, we can write for K and a
' AA-"
Pn V
a ^ = 4ir(— )K = (III,17)
AA Ü2‘^’^2
n,eN,
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This equation gives a and K in terms of the probabilities
XX
f(x).
III.3 Calculation of the Kinetic Coefficient a^(0)
To solve numerically the difference equation (111,5) with
boundary condition (111,11) we take a finite boundary B which
completely contains the cluster C, N, and N„. For x on this
1 2  —
boundary we take f(x) to satisfy (111,15) to the first order in Y*
f(x) = 1 - p  xeB (III,18)
This equation strictly speaking holds only when the boundary B
recedes to infinity. In the case of & = 1 and 2, however, we
found that when B is a cube of size 8, 9, 10, and using (111,18)
as boundary,condition, a^is the same to 0.1% for these three
differently sized boundaries. Therefore we have omitted higher
order terms like from the boundary condition (111,18) for xeB.
r ~
The constant K can be expressed numerically in terms of f(x)
using (111,17). One can then solve the difference equation for
f(x) by an S.G.R. method* We then obtain a from (111,17).
So far we have obtained a , the probability that a given
XX
^-cluster X becomes an (£+l)-cluster. In our se"tT of 
Becker Doring equations however, we have the average Kinetic 
constant a for clusters of size £. This is found by adding (111,1)
over all the translationally inequivalent clusters X of size £*
This gives us •
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‘ f ,/  ■ ; - f.*.'.*
- .t,
A =A ^
Since E c^ = c^, the total concentration of ^-clusters, comparing 
the coefficients of c^c^ in this equation with the definition 
(111,2) of J^^+we k d V C
a = E a .C./EC. (1X1,19)
A A,A+ A ^
To simplify matters, we can assume that the £-clustersof different
shapes are in the same ratio as at equilibrium* This is a
reasonable assumption for small £ because in the simulation, the
non-equilibrium distribution of the size of the small clusters was
found to be very close to an equilibrium distribution* This will
therefore be probably true also of their shapes. Besides the
Kinetic coefficient for a cluster of given size varies by at most
20% with a change in shape for sizes £<6* Therefore assuming we
have a canonical ensemble of £-clusters at all times c^ is
proportional to y^^^^ where y = and n(X) is the number of
pairs of nearest neighbours in cluster X. The mean value a^(0)
of a for clusters X of size £ in the limit of zero density is 
XX
therefore: ...
Z a ^
^(0) . -  ( I " ' 20)
X
where X runs over all the translationally inequivalent clusters
of size £. In the first column of Table (III,i) we list a for
-c
£=1 to 6 calculated from the canonical average (III,%0) with
_V_
KTsimulation parameters ~  = 1.5, and transitional probabilities
Pi
p(x,y) = -y given by (1,1) and (1,3). To see the effect of
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different averaging on the values of a^ we also took a^ to be
the arithmetic mean of the a , and the resulting value agreed
XX
to better than 1% for £ = 1 to 6 with the canonical average
j,
given by (111,20)*
In Table (III,ii) we also give values for a^(0), £ = 1 to 6 
for values of in the range -2*2 < ~  < 2.2. The range when
V
jriji *-o ^
is less than zero corresponds to the situation when Pq > P-]»
by equations (1,1) and (1,2)* The situation Pq > P_j can occur
when both types of particles in a binary alloy are large compared
with the lattice in which they are embedded, but in - 
this case equation (1,1) does not . hold.
Table (III,i) Kinetic Coefficients a_(0) in the limit of
zero density for simulation parameters —  = 1.5, and
1 . . .  . . .  ^i .
Pq = "2 ° Transition: probabilities p(x,y) = -y wi th
p^ given by (1,1) and (1,2)*
a^(0)
-  - ................................  - - ................................... - . - .
£ by S.G.R. method 
canonical average 
(111,20)
from empirical equations
, a s )
Green’s function 
(IV,n) and (IV, 19)
1 2.29 2.34 2.30
2 2.81 2.78 2.80
3 3.17 3.12
4 3^34 3.39
5 3.63 3.63
6 3.78 3.84
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Table of a^(0) the Kinetic coefficients in theTable (III,ii)
limit of zero density for & = I to 6 , for various temper-
atureso Constants M and N in the equation (1X1,24)
1 /3
a^(0)/D = (M+N&) are obtained by least squares for each
temperature o D =
monomer s o
Pq 1 .
is the diffusion constant of
p- 1
Y = ----- 1
Pq
1
1 2
a^(G)
3 4 5 6 M N
-0 . 8 G.758 loGlG 1.165 1.251 1.412 1.493 -35 125
—Go 6 1 . 2 2 1 1.583 1.833 1.944 2.171 2.283 -38 435
-Go 4 1.536 1.957 2.24G 2.387 2.653 2.778 37 771
-G.2 1.764 2.217 2.534 2.699 2.976 3.118 169 1G72
GoG 1.937 2.415 2.75G 2.924 3.2G8 3.36G 341 1324
G.2 2.G77 2.567 2.922 3.G86 3.383 3.533 558 1519
G.4 2.187 2.691 3.G46 3.223 3.5G9 3.663 799 1663
G . 6 2.279 2.792 3.149 3.325 3.6G9 3.761 1G4G 1776
GoB 2.359 2.876 3.233 3.4G5 3.671 3.826 1341 1837
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III.4 Comparison of a^(0) with the diffusion theory of a 
spherical cluster.
We now relate the coefficient a^(0) found in the previous 
section with the prediction of classical diffusion theory for a 
spherical cluster. If we assume a large cluster of size Z to be 
spherical, we can then relate a^(0) to the diffusion constant D 
of monomers and the radius of the cluster
a^(0 ) = 47tDR^ (1 1 1 ,2 1 )
This formula holds for large Z. In the derivation of (111,21) 
(Chandrasekhar, 1954)^(Penrose and Lebowitz 1978) it is assumed that 
all the small clusters are monomers.
The diffusion constant D for monomers can be easily obtained
from equation (1,3). The equation (1,3) implies that in the limit
Pq 1
of zero density, a monomer has a probability of —  = -g- per unit
time of moving to each neighbouring site. Since there are six
2possible directions, the mean square displacement Ax of a monomer 
Pq
per unit time = —  x 6 = 1. Einstein's relation then gives
D - llE = = IT = i ("I'22)
This is twice the estimated value of D in Penrose et al (1978), 
which is incorrect.
Therefore to get a^^O) for a spherical cluster we substitute
(111,22) into (111,21). Assuming the cluster to be a sphere of 
volume Z, we obtain
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1 /3
a^(0 ) =-4tt x ^ x  (M) = 1.3 (111,23)
which is again twice the estimated value in this reference.
3
In the spirit of (1X1,21) we expect that a^(0) should be 
linear in Z for Z large. However, we found that for small Z also 
this approximate empirical formula holds:
a^(0)2 (ill, 24)
Pq ]
where D = —  = -g Is the diffusion constant of monomers. M and N
Pi
are constant depending on the ratios —  but not on Z, For Z = 1
V .
to 6 and —  = 1.5, the constants are obtained graphically as
M = 874 N = 1888 (111,25)
In the second column of Table (III,i) we calculate a^(0) using 
(1X1,24) and (111,25). These values agree to about 2% with those 
in the first column of the same table which were calculated using 
canonical average (1 1 1 ,2 0 ).
The equation (111,24) hold also for a wide range of temper­
atures, as can be seen from Table (III,ii) and Fig.(Ill,i). In 
this table we give values of a^(0 ) for various values of y in the 
range -0 . 8  < y < 0 . 8  which correspond to the range -2 . 2  < < 2 .2 .
In the last two columns we give values for M and N for each temper­
ature using least squares. In Fig.(Ill,i) we plot the values in
3this table in the form a^(0) against Z, and for each temperature 
we obtain a straight line with a small intercept as predicted by 
(111,24). The accuracy of (111,24) is always better than 2% over 
this range of temperature. As already pointed out earlier,
^  < 0 simply implies the fact that p_^ < p^.
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0
3 0
îf r -0 •
2T- -0-L
3
Fig Graphs of a.(0) against i for the range -0.8 1 < 0.8
The points lie on a straight line with a small intercept, for 
each value of y > as predicted by (111,24)
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We are now in a position to compare the prediction (111,23) 
for a spherical cluster with the empirical formula (111,24)» For
large &, one can neglect M and we can write a^(0)=D^£y^^ with y^L
1 V
D = For the simulation value ~  = 1,5, we have N = 1888
from (1X1,25), and so
a%(0 ) = 2.062^/3 (1X1,26)
This asymptotic form for the kinetic coefficient a^(0) for 
clusters of size 2 on a simple cubic lattice is considerably larger 
than the prediction (XXX,23) for a spherical clustero
This is partly due to a temperature effect whereby a^(0) 
increases with an increase in temperature or equivalently an 
increase in p_|. This can be seen in Table (XXX,ii) for the range 
“2,2 ^ < 2,2 and also in Fig,(XXX,i), Xt can be noticed that
the estimates (XXX,22) and (XXX,23) based oh diffusion theory for 
a spherical cluster depend only on Pg and does not depend on p ^,
To show how a^(0) in Table (XXX,ii) increases with p j for fixed 
Pq, we plot the function Po/a&(0 ) against Pq/p,.! for fixed 2 in 
Fig. (XXX,ii)o We do this for 2 = 1  to 6 for the range 
P_I
“T—  < 2o For each 2 we obtain a straight line. These 
0
straight lines meet one another approximately on this line —^  = - 1 ,
P_ 1
and their slopes depend on 2, Xn fact we can write the empirical
formula
PO _____  Po
= f(2)(l + -— ) + 0.06 (XXX,27)
(\(0) ■ ■ ■ p_,
This formula is accurate to better than 1% over the range con­
sidered, The equation (XXX,27) ^ h o c u v  increase of a^(0) 
with P_|î in fact — is linear in for fixed p^ and
fixed 2 .
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Fig (III,1 1 )^: Graphs of a g a i n s r ^  for 1 < & < 6 over the
range 0 . 2  < < 2  . The graphs for each integer I are all
P'0
straight lines meeting on the line 0
'-I
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Another reason for the discrepancy between (111,26) and
(111,23) IS the fact that the more compact a cluster X is, the
smaller is the value a Thts is readily seen in Table (III,iii)
XX
where we give the values a for all the cluster X of sizes 3 4 .
XX
We can take the number of nearest neighbouring sites of a
cluster X, or equivalently the number of sites in Nj, to be a
measure of the compactness of X. It can then be seen that the
more compact a cluster X is,the smaller is the value CL for a
XX"^
given size £o Thus the straight cluster of size 3, »— '— *, has a
value a ^ which is about 3% higher than that for the bent 
XX
cluster, J  , for Y abouti 1 .5 ). For clusters of size
straight cluster,.- , is about 14% higher
than that for the most compact 4 -cluster J —  . For J, = 6 ,
a for the straight cluster is 4.12 and a for (\-^ is 3 . 3 4  
AX %%+
at Y = 0 .2 , a discrepancy of about 20%. Conversely,
for given size V  ,clusters of intermediate compactness '
have intermediate values of a ^ as can be seen for f = 4 in 
Table (Ill.iii).
Throughout this chapter we have assumed steady state diffusion. 
This is noticed in some real alloys. Thus, for example, Pedd«r (1978) 
reports that the coarsening of this cadmium oxide phase in silver - 
cadmium alloys is well modelled by a steady state diffusion theory 
in which the diffusion of cadmium atoms across to the larger 
cadmium clusters determines the rate of t.orsening. In the 
simulation also, the concentration of the small clusters varies 
very little with time, so that we can justify our assumption of 
a steady state in the equation (1 1 1 ,5 ) and (1 1 1 ,6 ).
- 6 3 -
In the numerical solution of the Becker-Doring equations, to 
be described in Chapter VI, J^/C^ is found to be less than lO"^ 
for the small clusters, and 10  ^ for the larger clusters.
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Chapter IV: Calculation of a^(0) and a^CO) in terms of
P-1
Y = — --- 1, using the Greenes function G(r).
IVo1 The Green*s Function G(r)
In this chapter we will check the S.OoRo calculation for 
a (0 ) in the previous chapter by finding a. and a„ in terms of
P-,
the parameter y = — ----  I using the Green's function G(r) of the
finite difference Laplacian» The coefficients a^ and a^ will 
be obtained as quotients of two polynomials in y* As in the 
previous chapter we assume a low density.
As in Chapter III, we have to solve equation (111,5) for 
f(r) under boundary conditions such as (1 1 1 ,1 1 ) in the presence 
of cluster C at the origin of coordinates » For sites x far
from cluster C, the difference equation (111,5) reduces to the
finite difference analogue of Laplace's equation, (111,6), We 
therefore introduce the Green's function G(r) for the finite 
difference Laplacian which can be expressed using the difference 
operator. A which is defined by
6
AG(r) = Z CG(r+e.) - G(r)] (IV,1)
~  i=l . ^
where the sum is over the six neighbours r+e^ of r. We can then
define G(r) as
AG(r) = 0 - r ^ 0
AG(0) = 4tt (IV,2)
and G(r) = --fo^^jfor large r
where r is the Pythagorean length of the vector r. Since G(r) 
depends only on this magnitude of r, G(r) is symmetrical 
about the origin, and if r = (r^, r^, r^), then 
G(r%, Ty, r^) = G(-r^, r^, r^) = G(r^, -r^) = etc. Also
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the equations (IV,2) define a unique G because if there were 
two C's satisfying (IV,2), the difference d(r) will satisfy 
Ad(r) = 0 for all r using the linearity of the operation A, 
and also d(r) = 0 for large r. The" two conditions imply 
that d(r) = 0 everywhere and hence G(r) is unique ^ Isaacson 
and Keller, 1966),
We found G numerically using equation (IV,3) and the 
boundary condition G(r) = for reB where B is a big boundary 
which contains the origin. We used an SOR method to solve for 
G for different cubes of edges 18, 20, 22, and we found that 
the solution does not depend on the size of the boundary used. 
In the program to do this, we used the symmetry properties of 
G(r). The values of G(r) for small r shown in Table (IV,i),
P_)
IV.2 To calculate a,(0) in terms of y = ------- ! in the
limits of zero density.
To find aj(0) we consider a monomer 6 situated at the origin 
of coordinates of the simple cubic lattice E. See Fig.(IV,i).
The monomer is denoted by © in this figure. The set Nj of 
nearest neighbours of the cluster G consists of the six vectors 
e^, i = 1 to 6, when e^ are the vectors (1,0,0), (-1,0,0) etc, 
TheSe are denoted by . in Fig.(IV,i), where we give only an 
x-y section through the origin for clarity. The set of the 
second nearest neighbours
— 6j6 —
Table (IV;') Table of the Green's function G(_r) and the function
H^(r) for a^ from (IV, 5), and the function G^(r) for a, 
from (IV, 22), for relevant values of r.
G(r)
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
H'(r) H^r) G^r) G^Y) G^(r)
0 0 0 3.176
1 0 0 1.081 8.3244 3.2341
1 1 0 0.6935 8.9867 2.8316 .7722 4.3233 4.1485 5.2572
1 1 1 0.5476 6.9411 2.5488 .7036 3.7506 3.7276 6.9200
2 0 0 0.5389 5.6632 4.8409 1.3369 5.6108 3.2160 3.7968
2 1 0 0.4515 5.4166 2.7136 0.9388 6.3294 3.2037 3.7506
1 2 0
II
0.6299 3.2037 6.1206 3.7276
2 1 1 0.4016
2 2 0 0.3525
2 2 1 0.3287
2 2 2 0.2846
300 0.3461 3.9952 2.3939 3.3783 3.7552 2.5196 2.8144
310 0.3207
311 0.3019
320 0.2773
400 0.2549
410 0.2452
500 0 . 2 0 2 2
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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^ (0,1,0) ^(1,1,0)
(0,0,0) ■ ^(2,0,0)
X
Y
y(1,1,0)
4r
m  •
o
(0,0,0) (1,0,0) (0,0,0) (1,0,0) (2,0,0)
Fig,(IV,i). The first diagram shows a monomer ® at the origin. 
For clarity we show only the x-y plane. The sites marked • are 
the nearest neighbours of the central cluster © , and ü'u. the
sites such as (1,0,0) (-1,0,0) etc. There are six sites in Nj, 
the set of nearest neighbours of the central cluster. The set 
of second nearest neighbours consists of 18 sites marked X 
and Y, shown separately in the second and third diagrams. The 
sites Y are sites like (1,1,0), (-1,1,0), etc of which there 
are 12 in number. The Y sites are sites like (2,0,0), (0,2,0) 
etc, and there are 6 of these.
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of the monomer 6  consists of eighteen lattice sites: 6 sites
marked X which are sites such (I,1,0), (-1,1,0) etc,, and 12 
sites marked Y, which are sites of the form (2,0,0), (-2,0,0) 
etc. The six sites marked X have the same symmetry, relative 
to the origin, and so do the 12 sites marked Y, These 
symmetries are shown separately in the second and third 
diagram in Fig,(IV,i).
The function f(r) for the monomer case is by definition the 
probability that site r is occupied by a monomer given there is 
a monomer at the origin. Then f(r) has to satisfy the 
difference equation (111,5) as in Chapter III, As in (111,8), 
the boundary condition for large r is f(r) Cj, For sites 
such as (1 ,0 ,0 ), that is ^eNj, f(r^ ) can be taken to be zero as 
in (111,11), because by (111,9), f^^^ is proportional to Cg/C^, 
rather than Cj, For this problem therefore, we can take f(r) 
to satisfy the boundary conditions
f(r) — ^ C, r “
^100 " °
This is analogous to equation (111,11), The function f(r) is 
thus linear in Cj as in Chapter III,
Since f(r) satisfies Laplace's finite difference equation
(111,6) for sites x z Z-(6uN.vN_) and since f(r)CT C, - —
•** 1 z — 1 r
for large r, as (111,18), it can be easily checked using the
properties (IV,2) of G(r) that these two properties are
automatically satisfied if we write f(r) as
f(r) = Cj + E G(r-y)g(y) + h(r)
2=^2 ■ ■  " (IV.3)
where h(r) = 0 for all r not in Nj
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In (IV,3), g(y) are unknown coefficients linear in Cj and 
C2 /CJ, and the summation is over the sites y in N^, the set 
of second nearest neighbours of the cluster 6 , The problem for 
finding f(r) is therefore reduced to finding g(y) for ycN. 
and h(r) for reN^, Since for rcNg, f(r) has to satisfy (111,5), 
the quantities g(y) and h(r) are obtained by considering (IV,3) 
at the sites reN2 » This will be done later on in this section.
In equation (IV,3) two coefficients g(x) and g(y) are 
equal if the two vectors x and y in N 2 have the same symmetry 
relative to the central cluster. Therefore when the central 
cluster is a monomer at (0,0,0) as in Fig,(IV,i), the vectors 
(1 ,1 ,0 ), (1 ,-1 ,0 ), etc have the same symmetry relative to the 
origin, and so g(1 ,1 ,0 ) = g(l,-l,0 ) = etc, which value we denote 
by gj; similarly g(2,0,0) = g(0,-2,0) = etc. These are denoted 
by g 2 ° One can then add together the quantities G(r-y) for 
those yeN2 with the same symmetry to simplify the mathematics.
For monomers, therefore, we can write (IV,3) as
f(r) = c, + g, nkr) + gg H^(r) + h(r) (IV,4)
where h(r) 9^  0 ^  r = (1 ,0 ,0 ), (-1 ,0 ,0 ) etc,, and (r) and 
2
H (r) are linear combinations E G(r-y) for those y in N 2 having
2
the same symmetry. The functions H (r) and H (r) are therefore 
defined explicitly as:
H^(r) = G(r - TÎÏÏ) + G(r - TÔT) + G(r - oTHT)
+ G(r- -110) + G(r - -101) + G(r - 0-11)
+ G(r- -1-10) + G(r- -10-1) + G(r- 0-1-1) 
and (IV,5)
H (r) = G(r- 200) + G(r- 020) + G(r- 002)
+ G(r 200) + G(r- 0-20) + G(r- 00-2)
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In Table (IV,i) we give the values of (r) and H^(£) in the 
third and fourth columns for rel^vo-Wt values of _r using the 
values G(r) given in the second column of that table.
Using the boundary property G(r) = -p for large r, one can 
easily relate the constant K defined in (111,15) to the 
quantities g(y) in (IV,3) or S in (IV,4), Comparing the 
coefficienty.of ~  in the two equations we have '
relation
K = -E g(y) = -( 1 2 gj + Gg.)
since g(r) = g^ for the twelve vectors (1 ,1 ,0 ), (1 ,-1 ,0 ), etc 
and g(_r) = g2 for the six vectors (2,0,0), etc. Equation 
(111,16) then gives us the relation
^  = -4X^)(12g, + ôgg) (IV,6 )
J,
Comparing (IV,6 ) with (IV,2), since ~  and gj and g2 are linear 
in Cj, we then get a^ as the coefficient of Cj in the right hand 
side of (IV,6 ). We now find gj and g2 in terms of the physical
p-i
quantities Cj,C2 , p^, and y =
P(
- 1
The quantities gj and g2 can be obtained by considering the 
difference equation (111,5) on the sites where it varies from 
the finite difference analogue of Laplace's equation, namely 
the sites in N 2 eg, the sites (1,1,0) and (2,0,0), Writing the 
difference equation (111,5) for (2,0,0) and dividing by
Pq
2 we obtain
^300 * 4^210 “ 5^200 [po ^100 “ p  ^ ^200^ ° (IV ,8)
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\fJ^y\€)W CcAS» je*» t k € c| « fi h itron:^  A ^ defined in (IV, I)^  on
f(2,0,0) and we then subtract this from (IV,8 ) thus obtaining
^^200 “^100 ^^200 (iV,9)
where
P] P-I
a = 1  and y =  ----* 1 (IV, 10)
^0 Po
One can easily find Af(r) in terms of AH^(r) and AH^(r), In 
fact using (IV,5), (IV,2) and the linearity of A we have
a h '(1,1,0) = AH^(2,0,0) = -4tt
(IV, 11)
and AH^(r) = 0 otherwise
We then apply the operator A to (IV,4) for the sites r = (2,0,0) 
and (l,l,0)o By the linearity of A we obtain
*^200 ^ + h,oo
(IV,12)
and Af,,o = -4ng, +
Then substituting for AfgQQ from (IV,12) -into (IV,9) we obtain 
the relation
-4iTg^ + hjQQ = of 100 ^^200 (IV, 13)
Doing a similar analysis for I... we obtain th«. analogue of 
(IV,Ig) as
-4TTgi + 2h,gg = 2afjpg + 2Yf,,o (IV. 14)
We can then use the fact that fjoQ “ and the equation (IV,4)' 
for r =  (1 ,0 ,0 ), (1 ,1 ,0 ) and (2 0 0 ) to eliminate hj^g, f|jo ^ 2 0 0  
from the two equations (IV,13) and (IV,14) to obtain two simultaneous 
equations for gj and g2 in terms only of Cj, C2 y and a. Doing 
this procedure respectively on (IV,13) and [(IV,14) - 2x(lV,13)] 
we Obtain:
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g2(“^” " Hjoo - 1*200] + S,[-%joo - 7 * 2 0 0 ]
= C j(1+Y)
g^ CSïï - 2y (Hjjq - ^200^^ ” *" ^200^^ “ ^
In these two equations we then substitute the values of
xyz
which are given in Table (IV,i) for relevant values of 
r = (x,y,z)o We then obtain
ggC-ISoSOOS - 4o8409y] + gj C-8o9867 - 5.6632#] = c,(I+Y) 
g2[25.I327 - 4.0186%] + g,[-12,5664 - 6.6470)3 = 0 
Solving for gj and g2 we then obtain these formulae:
- [ c , ( l + Y ) ]  X C 2 . 0 0 9 3 y + 4 7 t ]
81 =
 ^ 203.88+ 170.82Y + 27.468y^
(IV,15)
-Cc/l+Y)] X [3.3235Y+2r]
80 =
^ 203.88 + 170.82y + 27.468y^
We can then substitute these equations into (IV,6 ) for Jj/Cj and 
we then have the equation
^  , 3.873(,+0,2337)------  p (IV.,8 )
I 1 + 0.8337 + 0.13477
The coefficient of Cj in this equation then gives us a^(0) as the
P_I
ratio of two polynomials in y =   1 :
Po
3.873(1+0.233y) p ,
a,(0) = -:----------------r- (IV,17)
1 + 0.833y + 0.1347y^
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ac?
To check (IV, 17) we calculate -g-^ , and a^  w»lj b-c tke. 
coefficient of Cj in this formula , Considering the various 
ways in which a particle can go to or move from (1,0,0) in one 
move, and remembering that by symmetry fj^^ = fj_jQ = fj^j = etc. 
Pi
and that p(x,y) = we have 
—  —  J
Cjx'6 {( 3 )(f2oo+4fiio) 5( 2 )fjQQ} (IV,18)
where the factop6 occurs because a monomer has six neighbouring 
sites at which a dimer can form. Then substituting (IV,^) into 
(IV, 18) we obtain for = 0 =
3c
at ZP-i^Scj + HgoO^^HiioSi + ^200'^^^110^2^'^*
= 2p__i[5cj + 4l,61gj. + 16.167g2]c, (IV, 19)
on using the values of from Table (IV,i). One can then
USIA3 ^ 0;
substitute the equation (IV, 15) for gj and g2 ,j^ and again we
arrive at the equation (IV,16), and hence the same value for aj
as in (IV,17). This also serves as a numerical check for a^.
IV.3 To calculate a_(0) in terms of y = - 1 in the
Po
limit of zero density.
To find 3 2 (0 ) we have to solve (111,5) for f(r), but this 
time we have a dimer as the central cluster. We assume the dimer 
is situated at (0,0,0) and (1,0,0). See Fig.(IV,ii). The dimer 
is denoted by e—  o . The sites adjacent to the dimer are 
denoted by • and are ten in all. The set of second nearest 
neighbours N 2 contain 26 sites in all and they fall under four 
separate symmetries relative to the central dimer. These four
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Fig (IV, ii) n  Lustra-tion -showing 'a dimer at (0,0,0) and (1,0,0) 
and its ten nearest neighbours. We also show the four symmetries 
of the second nearest neighbours with respect to the central 
dimer.
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symmetries are shown separately in four diagrams in 
]Pig.(lV,ii) and are denoted by X. ffihe first equivalence 
class contains two sites : (-2,0,0) and (5,0,0). This is 
the axial symmetry. The other three equivalence classes 
each contain 8 sites. Vectors such as (2,1,o),(1,2,o) 
and (0,1,1) belong to each of these three equivalence 
classes.
The function f(r) which satisfies (111,5) for the dimer 
case has to satisfy also certain boundary conditions which are 
different from the monomer caseo For large r, the boundary condition 
is unchangedjso f(r) ^  Cj for large r. For reN^, however, that 
is for sites r like (2 ,0 ,0 ) and (1 ,1 ,0 ), f(r) is proportional to 
C3 /C2 and in a way similar to (1 1 1 ,1 1 ), we can formally require 
f(r) = 0  for sites r such as (2,0,0) and (1,l,0)o The boundary 
conditions then are
f(r) —^ Cj for r large; f(r) = 0 for reNj (IV,20)
The function f(r) is then linear in C p
As in the monomer case, f(r) for the dimer case has to 
satisfy certain symmetry propertieso It is easy to observe from 
the first diagram in Fig.(IV,ii) that symmetry about the plane 
X = -j, and symmetry about the x-axis lead to the equations
f(x+l, y,z) = f(-x,y,z) V x > 0  
and f(x,y,z) =f(x,-y,z) = f(x,z,y) = etc.
To solve for f(r) in the dimer case we can write analogously 
to (IV,3) and (IV,4) the formula
4
f(r) = C, + J  giG^(r) + h(r) (IV,21)
i=l
where the summation is over the four symmetries of the sites in N«,
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depend on Cj, c^/cg, p^ but are independent of r,
h(r) ^ 0 ^=) rocNj ioe, if ^  is a nearest neighbouring site of a
dimer. The quantities G^(r) are linear combinations
G(r-n) where the sum is over the vectors n in 
ncN, - - -  2
having the same symmetry i. Explicitly the G^(r) for the four 
symmetries i=l to A, shown respectively in the last four 
diagrams in Fig, (IV,ii), are given by
G^(r) = G(r “ 300) + G(r - -200)
G^(r) = G(r - 210) + G(r - -110)
+G(r — -1-10) + G(r - 2-10)
+G(r^- -10-1) + G(r — -101)
+G(r - 201) + G(r - 20-1)
GT(r) = G(r - 020) + G(r - 120)
+G(r - 0-20) + G(r - 1-20)
+G(r^- 002) + G(r - 102)
+G(r - 00-2) + G(r - 10-2)
G*(r) = G(r - Oil) + G(r - 111)
+G(r - 01-1) + G(r - 11-1)
+G(r - 0-11) + G(r - 1-11)
+G(r — 0— 1— 1) + G(r — 1— 1— 1)
(IV,22)
The G^(r) are given in Table (IV,i) for relevant values of r. It 
is easy to show using the definition of G and G^, and the linearity
of the operation A that
*SoO ~ *'^210 *^120 ” **^111
_JIV,23)
AG*’(r) =  0 I or 2  la the same eouivalenco c] a r , n  
: as arty of 15,o,oj,(2,1,o),(1 ,2,0),(1,1,1),
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Using the boundary property G(r) = -i for large r, one 
can easily relate the constant K in (111,15) to the quantities 
g^ in (IV,21). In the same way as the derivation of (IV,6)
we have. V
^2 Pn
—  “ -4TT(-y) (2g^ + Sgg + 8gg + 8g^) (IV, 24)
In this equation the coefficient of g. in the degeneracy of each
Po
symmetry and -y is the value of p(^,y) far from the central dimer 
in the limit of zero densityo The coefficients g^ are linear in 
Cj^and the coefficient of Cj in the right hand side of
(IV,24) then gives a^o
To find g^, we proceed as for a^o We write the equation 
(111,5) for the sites Pin N 2 *From this we then subtract the 
corresponding identity for Af(r) given by (IV,1). Using (IV,23)
and the linearity of A we arrive at the equations
Af,2o = -4irg3 + h,,o = “f,,0 ^^120 ' (*)
^^300 “ "4^8] ^200 - “^200 ^^300
*^210 “ "4%g2 + h]]0+h200 “ “ ^^ I10'''^ 200^  ^^^210
ûfin = -4 * 8 4  + 2h],o = 2ctfup + 2Yf],, (d)
The quantities hgQQ and bjjQ can be eliminated by using equations 
(IV,21) and the second boundary condition in (IV,20) for sites 
r in -Njo We then have
4 i
^ ^110 ^1 j^i^l 10 ^110
and
4
° “ ^200 ^ 1^ j^iSoO ^200
In the simultaneous equations (a)-(d), we can eliminate f^ and h^
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using (IV,21) , (e) and (f). The coefficients of g^ will then
depend only on C^ , y,a and the G^*So Having done these
eliminations and substitutions, we take linear combinations as 
follows for simplicity:
< . ,
2x(a)-(d): -4n(2gj-g^) = 2yZg^(G,2 Q-Gy]j)
4
(a)+(b)-(c): -47T(g3+g,-g2) =
(a)-(b) 4%(g,-g3) + ^[(4oo'<'no)-^^(4o0-420>] = °
4 . .
(b) 4%g, + 2gi(G^o(,nG^oo) = - c , ( i n )
(IV,25)
I'lhen we substitute the values of G (i2) into (IV,25) and write the 
equations in matrix form, we have
-0o737y 
4it+2, 1306y
“0.5469y
-4r-5.6999Y
4ÏÏ+2.393Y
4tt+2.2328y
13.903+3.3783y 5.6108+3.7552? 3.21 6+2.5196y
-2n-3.1924 Y  
0.9592?
-1.4586-0.91321
3.7986+2.8144?
(IV,26)
Si 0
Sz
0
S3
0
.24.
A
with A = - -Cj(1+y )
The g^*s are then found by Cramer’s rule in terms of the parameter 
?. Denoting the Cramer determinant by det we have for g^ an^ det the 
equation^
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det = 623.901(66.795+103.330?+55.777Al2.5592f^î/)
detxg3_= 72.312(16-520+2O.662)('+8.12i(®+Ï'5)A
detxs2= 42.841(54.471+46.806%+12.257/2+^3)A
detxgj= 53.810(21.153+24.8My+9.0793'2+5r3)A
detxg^= 31.331(72.675+ 55.395/+)3:«l3^ +/5)A (IV,2?)
We can then use equation (IV,24) and (V,27) to give us Jg/Cg in 
terms of a,y and Cj:
iï ^  .4 .825(1+0.901Y+0. 260y^+0.024y^)
2^ l+1.5A7r+0.835r^+O.I87y^+ 0.015y^ ’ ’ ‘
(IV,28)
where again the detailed balance condition is satisfied. The 
coefficient of Cj is a^ which is then given by
4 . 8 2 5 ( 1 + 0 . 9 0 1 y+ 0 . 2 6 0 y ^ + 0 .0 2 4 y ^ ) p
a =  ---- z------ 3--- :-- - T ^  (IV, 29)
1 +1 .547y+0 o 8 3 5 y + 0.187y + 0 . 0 15y
3Cg
We can check (IV,29) by calculating , and is then the 
coefficient of c^Cg in this formula. We can again assume that the 
ratios of the concentration of various 3—sized clusters of different 
shapes and orientation are the same as at equilibrium. Since given 
a dimer at (0,0,0) and (1,0,0), a cluster of size 3 can be formed 
by absorbing a monomer at one of the 8 sites isomorphic to (1,1,0)
OP at one of the two sites (2,0,0) or (-1,0,0), we can write
S  ^ ^2^^^110 ^^200^
We can then find the derivative of c^ with respect to time by 
considering how a monomer can go to or move from (1,1,0) and (2,0,0),
We use the symmetry of f in the dimer case, and the form for f(r)
P- ”
given in (IV,21), and the fact that p(x,y) = -y to obtain;
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+fc.
2c,
p-1
P-1
3 (^3 0 0 *^^2 1 0 ) ~ ^P1^200
4
7p_,C, + ,2^(8 Gj,,+G;,o+4G;2o+Gioo]
+ Xk/Cvi/^  proportional to c^
= 2c2C7p^jCj+19.0371gj+97.21g2+82.452g^+103.09g^3
where we have substituted the relevant value of G^(r) from Table
(IV,i). From (IV,27) we can then substitute for g. into the
8 0 3  1
above expression for -yy and we obtain the same formula as
(IV,28). This therefore gives the same expression for SgfO) as
(IV,29).
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Table (IV,ii) The Kinetic coefficients a^(0) and 3^(0) 
in the limit of zero density calculated by the Green’s 
function method, and compared with S.O.R. results from 
previous chapters. A closed formula for a^(0) and 3^(0) 
are given in equations (IV,17) and (IV,29).
P-1
' ' Po - '
from Green’s 
function 
(IV,17)
1^
from S.O.R. 
(111,20)
^2
from Green’s 
function 
(IV,29)
from S.O.R. 
(111,20)
-0.8 0.76 0.76 1.01 1.01
-0.6 1.22 1.22 1.58 1.58
-0.4 1.54 1.54 1.96 1.96
-0.2 1.76 1.76 2.22 2.22
0.0 1.94 1.94 2.41 2.42
0.2 2.07 2.08 2.57 2.57
0.4 2.19 2.19 2.69 2.69
0.6 2.28 2.28 2.78 2.79
0.8 2.36 2.36 2.87 2.88
1.0 2.42 2.43 2.94 2.95
1.2 2.48 2.48 3.00 3.01
1.4 2.53 2.54 3.06 3.06
1.6 2.58 2.58 3.10 3.11
1.8 2.62 2.62 3.15 3.15
2.0 2.65 2.66 3.18 3.19
2.2 2.69 2.69 3.22 3.23
2.4 2.72 2.72 3.25 3.26
2.6 2.74 2.75 3.28 3.29
2.8 2.77 2.77 3.30 3.31
3.0 2.79 2.80 3.33 3.34 
. ......
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We can now check numerically a^(0) and a^CO) given by 
(IV,17) and (IV,29) with the numerical values of a^ and 
obtained from the canonical average (111,20). This is done in 
Table (IV,ii) for -1 < y ^ 3. It can be noticed that the 
accuracy is better than 1% in all cases over this range of 
parameter y. This serves as a numerical check for a^ and a^o
It can be noticed from (IV,27) and (IV,29) that a^ and a^
depend only on Pg and p_^ and do not depend on pj. Physically
the reason for this is that a depends on the rate at which
monomers diffuse towards the central cluster at large distances
from the origin: this rate is proportional to pg. Also a^
depends on p_^ which is a measure of the attraction between the
central cluster and a monomer. Conversely a^ does not depend on
pj because this is a measure of the rate at which clusters break
1
up. It can also be seen in the mathematical analysis for — r—
91
in this chapter that P| always multiplies f(r) for reNj which is 
proportional to C^+/C^ rather than Cj and so a (0), the coefficient 
of Cj in this quantity, does not depend on Pj.
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Chapter V Comparison of the Differential Equations with the 
Simulation of a Quenched Alloy at the same value of
In this chapter we compare the numerical solution of the 
differential equation described in Chapter II with concentrations 
of various sized clusters in the simulation of a quenched alloy. 
This simulation was first described in Sur et al (1977); it was 
described also in Penrose et al . (1978).
V,1 Numerical computation of differential equations
The system of differential equations uss/is that given in 
equations ( 1 1 , 1 ) ,  ( 1 1 , 2 )  and ( 1 1 , 3 ) .  We take a (0) for 1>1 to 
be given by the extrapolation formula a^(0) = ■i[874+1888£]^  
which is given in ( 1 1 1 , 2 4 )  and ( 1 1 1 , 2 5 ) .  For th ^  partition 
functions Q for &>11, we use the equation (1,7) with 
Wg = 0 , 0 1 0 5 2 6  and c = 2 . 4 1 5 .  The quantities b^(0) are then given 
by the equations ( 1 1 , 8 ) .  The parameter p(&^) in ( 1 1 , 7 )  and 
(11,8) which describes the variation of a^ and b^ when the density
of clusters is non-zero, is taken equal to 1, for numerical
*
convenience. The factor p(& ) will be estimated empirically in 
the next section and we will find p(&*) theoretically in the 
next chapter.
»
The initial concentration?in the differential equationswere 
taken to be the equilibrium distribution at infinite temperatures 
as in the simulation. These initial values are shown for density 
p = 0.075 in Table (I,ii), Since the lattice gas in the simulation 
was quenched to T = 0.59T^ where T^ is the critical temperature, 
the coefficients a^(0), b^(0) and in our differential equations 
are all evaluated at this temperature which is equivalent to 
^  = 1.5, or y = 4.482. In the differential equations as in the
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simulation therefore the temperature changes instantaneously 
from T = « at zero time to T = 0.59T^, or equivalently ^  = 1,5, 
thereafter, and the temperature is held constant at this value.
For numerical integration we used a Runge-Kutta procedure.
We took a system of equations with maximum cluster size
L = 800, ie c^ = 0 for £ > 800. Equation (11,9) gives the
differential equation satisfied by theyiaximum ' : _ size L.
This was enough over the time range considered in the simulations aince
the biggest cluster contained about 600 particles. We then
computed the solution of the differential equations for p = 0,075
for L = 800 and L = 1600, and found that the value of c^^m
600
differed by not more than 10% over the same time interval as will
be considered in this chapter. Also the number of clusters
larger than 600 was at most only 1% of the total number of
clusters larger than 20 for this interval of time. For our
computer runs we therefore settled on L = 800.Ve computed the
differential equations for the three densities p = 0.05, 0.075
and 0.10 all at temperatures T = 0.59T .
c
V.2 Empirical estimate for y(£*)
The differential equations were computed with y(£*) =1 in
(11,7)' and (11,8). We take equation (1,9) to be our definition
of £* with = 0.010527 and C = 2.415 for ~  = 1.5, and with
^ “ Cj/(1-^)^ from (1,6). We denote £ in the simulation and
in the differential equationiby £*. and £* . We will compare
Sim de
the simulation at time t with the differential equations at time
tde where
(V.I)sim ' de de
that is we will compare them when the value of £^ is the same 
in both.
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Since the V-formula (1,6) was used in the detailed balance
^£+1 ' 0 
condition (11,4) for - y — , and since—  in (11,2) is very
small except for the earliest time, we expect that £*, or
determines via (1,6) the distribution of clusters in the
differential equations also. This is borne out by Table (I,iii),
*
where for each value of £ , we give the corresponding distri­
bution predicted by the differential equation;at this value 
of £ , for p = OolO and T = 0,59T^. For £^^, we took W t o  be
aj/(l—p) in (1,9)o From Table (I,iii), we see that 
■ 10
P]Q  ^ for the diff erential equations and from the V  formula (t(,)
agree to about 1% after t = 1000. Our method of comparison 
*
at the same £ based on (V,1) will therefore ensure that the
comparison is made when the total number of particles in the
small clusters, and hence also in the large clusters, is the
same in both the differential equations and in the simulation.
Also £ IS expected to be linear in t, (Penrose et al 1978), so 
U
that itj^ as good a variable as time as an independent variable for 
this problem.
The importance of (V,1) lies also in the fact that we can 
obtain an ’empirical’ value for y(£*) by finding the relation 
between the simulation time t, and t^^. Indeed since y(£*) = I 
in the differential equations, we can write the Becker Doring 
equations in Section (11,1) as
^  = u(S.*)f(c) and -jS—  = f(c)
de
where c = (cj,C2 ,...) and f(c) is independent of y(£*). From 
these two equations therefore
dt, . -^de dt
dt = y(£ ) or else t = (V.2)
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) Joûo i^oOo h-Oo-o ^  & 0 6 0
Fig (V,i) Graph of the time in the differential equation
with coefficient 2 (0) , against simulation time t, when the value
of z *  i s  the same in the simulation and the differential equations. 
The slope of this graph gives an empirical estimate for y(£*) .
It is seen that is practically constant for t > 1000
Densities p = 0.05, 0.075, 0.10
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Equation (V,2) gives us the relation between t, t^^, and 
In Fig.(V,i), we plot t^^ against t for the densities
p = 0o05, O 0O7 5 , OolOo The pairs of values t and t f o r  given
l* increased approximately linearly from about 20 to 200 for
these densitieso The graphs of t^^ against t are approximately
linear except for the earlier times (t<1000) for the lower 
densitieso
^ d e = (v,3)
* 2o89 0 p = Oo05
P(& ) = 3:30 t. = 400 for p =0.075
3.23 800 p = 0.10
Thus, except for the earlier times, p(&*) is approximately 
constant over the time range considered and is approximately
equal to 3.0 for these densitieso The equations also have an
intercept which increases with density, l'or ^ = 0.075 and 0.10, 
J i increases very rapidly with time initially over a period tc=t^ ,j
*  ,  •k
from £ c! 2 to a certain value, i - 30, and then increases more
slowly after thato In the next chapter, we will calculate y(Jl )
and the quantities £, and & . will then be compared together asv-1 C 5 .1. il
a function of t.
Vo3 Comparison of the concentrations of large clusters in
the differential equations and the simulation at the same 2 %
We now compare c for £>20 in the differential equation;and
the simulation at the same value of £ as explained in the previous
section. We do this for the densities p = 0.05, 0.075, 0.10.
We drew histograms of the simulation concentrations of various 
values of £ in the available range 0<£^‘< 210, which is equivalent 
to the simulation time range 0 t ^ 6000 for these three densities.
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To est»mette the simulation we define as the total
number of clusters of size £ or larger:
= Z c^ (V,4)
Then we take c^ in the histograms for the simulation concen­
trations to be defined by
"8£+h ^ &£
C£+l(h-I) ^ h (V,5)
where h is chosen to be the least value so that c^ does not 
fluctuate too rapidly with £o In fact we find that h is about |£ .
The histograms for the simulation concentrations c^ for £>20 
are given in Figo(V,ii) for the three densities p = 0o05, 0,075, 
and 0,10 respectively. In each diagram we also give the concen­
trations c^ predicted by the, differential equations at the same 
value of £ as in the simulation.
Both the histograms and the solution of thedifferential- 
equations are monotonie decreasing with £ for earlier simulation 
times 0 < t < 1000, or equivalently for £ ^ 40, Gradually
however a point of inflexion appears at about t = 1800 for density 
p = 0o075 and at about t = 1000 for p = 010, Near this point 
of inflexion eventually, a small maximum and minimum start 
appearing at about t = 2800 and t = 1800 for densities 0.075 and 
do 10 respectively. The minimum and maximum become more pronounced 
with time and they signify the separation of the particles into 
two phases. The differential equations «.re quite successful in 
predicting the times or rather the value of £ at which the point 
of inflexion first appears in the simulation.
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Fig (V,ii): Comparison of C^for toe simulation and the differential equations for 
0 ^  t < 7000. Densities ç= 0.05 , 0.075 , 0.10. Note that the -^-axis does not start 
from the origin because is very large for small i/»
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For earlier times, when C for the differential equations 
and the simulation are monotonie decreasing in I, the differential 
equations quite close to the histogram ( ^10%) on inspecting 
the relevant diagrams in Fig.(V,ii),
For p = 0.05, however, the maximum and minimum never quite 
appears in the time range considered, although there seems to 
be a broad point of inflexion in the simulation after about 
t = 5000, Again this is successfully predicted by the 
differential equations although it predicts c^ to be slightly 
lower than that in the simulation for t = 5000o
It is interesting to see how well the differential equations
predict the position of the local maximum and minimum in the
(c. - I) histograms and also the concentrations at these two
points* In Table (V,i ) we give & and Z . , which we define
max min
as that value of Z for which c^ is a local maximum and minimum 
respectively* We also give c„  and c. . which are the
j6inâ.x I jvini.li
concentrations of the local maximum and minimum respectively. We 
compare these quantities for the simulation and the differential 
equationsatthe same Z and for densities p = 0*075 and 0.10, For 
the simulation we give the range of values of Z for which c. is a 
local maximum or a local minimum in the histogram*
On inspecting Table (V,i) we found that when the maximum
and minimum first appear , the differential equation,tend to
underestimate Z and Z . and overestimate c. and c. . * In
max min 5,max £min,
the case p = 0.10, for later times when the maxima and minima are 
more pronounced the differential equations are more accurate* The 
quantities & and £ . for p = 0*10 all lie within the corre-
TIlaX m X  fl
spending range for the simulation at these later times* Towards
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Table (V,i): Position of local maxima and minima In c^-&
curve and concentrations at their two points for both 
differential equation and simulation for densities 
p = 0.075 and 6*10.
p = 0.075
z* sim
time
t
Z .min &min Zmax c£max
98 2800 sim ^ 80-140 .086 140-200 .123
de same Z 42 .163 97 .178
130 3500 sim ^ 90-235 .075 235-305 .119
de same Z 34 .092 130 .121
211 5430 sim ^ 110-200 .034 200?390 .068
de same Z 31 .040 200 .062
P = 0.10
*
Z sim Z . c„ . z c
time .min 2min max Jimax
t
90 1949 simulating 20-103 .26 103-145 .30
de same Z 33 .4 82 .44
91 2110 simulation 20-100 .2 101-142 .25
de same Z 32 .33 84 .38
120 3045 simulating 20-90 ,11 90-180 .18
de same Z 29 .17 130 .22
180 4118 simulatiog 20-70 .09 120-170 .175
de same Z 32 .12 145 .18
198 5570 simulating 20-70 .07 120-220 • .12
de same Z 32 .07 190 .11
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the end of the time range considered (tJi'SOOO), the 
differential equation concentrations at .the maximum and minimum, 
S m a x  C&mln,arc accurate to about 18% for p = 0.075 and to
5% for p — 0.10, One can also notice that Z increases with
max
time and is roughly equal to Z in the differential equationsand 
the simulation.
For p — 0.10, decreases with time for both differ—
antial equations and simulation. This is not the case for 
^min P = 0.075. For this d e n s i t y , d e c r e a s e s  with
time for the differential equations, whereas in the simulation.
^ increases with time. This increase in Z . with
&
min
time is probably only a transient feature in the simulation. 
Histograms for real alloys (Ardell and Nicholson, 1966) do not 
■ such a local minimum for c^ for asymptotic times. The 
concentrations c^ for the differential equation, will be compared 
with histograms of real alloyx in Chapter VII.
For Z > c^ for the differential equations is monotonie
decreasing in £. This is also true of the simulation when the 
maximum and minimum are more pronounced, that is after about 
t = 2200 for 0.10density,and after t = 2800 for density 0.075.
In this region again, the differential equation c^-Z curve,^quite 
near to the histogram. However, we will discuss the large 
clusters in more detail in Chapter VII.
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Chapter VI: Calculation of p(&) : comparison of Z*•
sim
*
and at the same value of simulation time t.
the previous chapter we compared the concentration c^^
predicted by the simulation and the differential equations,when
the value of Z is the same in both, ie when equation (V,l)
holds. To complete the comparison, therefore, we have to
compare and ü^^^t) together as a function of t. Since
y was put equal to 1 in the differential equations, was
 ^ de
given in terms of in (V.I). To find in terms of t 
rather than t^^, we use (V.2) which relates to to t,^ and %(&*). 
We therefore turn our attention to calculate %(&*).
The q u a n l i t y ^ ( ( J  was d efin ed  in  (1 1 ,7 ) as ~
namely the r a t io  o f  the c o e f f ic ie n t  a^ when the su p ereatu ration  ie  I ,  ' 
to  a ^ (0 ), the value o f  a^ in  the l im it  o f  aero d e n s ity . The q u a n tit ie s  
W and the con cen tration s o f  the sm all c lu s te r s  are r e la te d  by (1 ,6 )  
-nd ( 1 ,9 ) .  lo f in d  (^( ) fo r  any f ,  we use equation  ( I I I ,  1 7 ) ,where we 
in .orp re i, Po/3 to be the d if fu s io n  con stan t in  the l im it  o f  zero  
d e n s ity , as shown in  (1 1 1 ,2 2 ) . Taking an average such as (111 ,20 ) over
all translationally inequivalent clusters A of sizej^we can write (ni,l7)
fo r  any d e n s ity  as 4.. - 0(^ *) Kp ,
< & , where K i s  the
‘  “ •  i .  ( i n . i 5 , .
hence K ; , i s  independent o f  d e n s ity , we then iisve 
usin g  (111, 22) .  T herefore,
u(f ) - 6D(t )o (Vl,l)
The quantity y(.£ } has been obtained analytically (Penrose, 
unpublished) on the Bethe lattice, a lattice with constant 
coordination number q but with no polygons. On the Bethe 
lattice, the equilibrium or steady state concentrations of the
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small clusters,.which gives £*, and D(&*), can be found exactly 
in terms of a certain parameter Besides we will show that 
the equilibrium properties of the lattice gas on the Bethe 
lattice with coordination number q = 6 are practically identical 
quantitatively to the properties of the lattice gas on the simple 
cubic lattice. The steady state concentrations of the small 
clusters on the two lattices also agree to a considerable 
extent. I am very grateful to.my supervisor Professor Oliver 
Penrose, for showing me most^the results in the next three 
sections. ^
VI. 1 Sta-ti&tical mechanics of a lattice gas on the Bethe lattice
We now consider a lattice gas with fugacity z on a Bethe 
lattice with coordination number q. In the following for brevity, 
we denote an empty site by o ^  and an occupied site'.by • .
Given a large finite Bethe lattice, we can then denote by 
as the grain I partition function of the lattice gas 
given that a particular site on the boundary is empty, and we 
denote by the grand partition function given that this
site is occupied. Since this particle is on the boundary, its 
coordination number is 1, namely it has only 1 nearest neighbour. 
Similarly in H( both sites are given occupied, and so on.
When the fugacity is z we can define 0 to be
since in , the site adjacent to the left hand one can only
be either full or empty, we can write
- 9 9  -
H(o— = 5 ( + H(o—
H ( o ^ )
H (o-~^-)[l + z0^  ^] (VI,3)
because the (q-1) branches coining out of the right hand site are 
statistically independent of each other since we are using the 
Be the lattice. Similarly for we can write
+ E(®—
■  * if#
(VI,4)
where y-e)cp|^|accounts for the fact that there is an attraction 
V between the two full sites appearing in the terms H ( « - ^ ) o  
If we define parameter C to be
(VI,5)
we can divide (VI,4) by (VI,3) and using (VI,2) and (VI,5) we obtain 
the relation
1 + zyQ^  ^ _ 1 + y^
1 + z0
q-1 1+5
(VI,6)
We will now relate 0 and Ç to the density p of the lattice 
gas on the Bethe lattice. We use the fact that the density is 
equal to the probability that a given site is full, whereas (1-p) 
is equal to the probability that it is empty
P = 5( )
1~P 5( ^  )
= z0^ = 0Ç (VI,7)
where the last two equalities follow from (VI,4) and (VI,5).
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vio2 Equilibrium distribution of small clusters on the
Bethe latticeo
The equilibrium distribution of the small clusters on the 
Bethe lattice can be calculated in terms of the quantities z,p 
and Ç introduced in the previous sectiouo
We first find Cj, the equilibrium or steady state concen­
tration of monomerso The probability that the origin 0 is 
empty is 1—Po The probability that a neighbouring site x is 
empty given 0 is empty is given by E( o - ^ ) + H ( o - ^ ) )
= l/Cl+5) using equation (VI,I), Then the probability of finding 
0 and its q neighbours all empty ( ^ ) ^  ) is given by 
(1"“P) (j^) o The concentration of monomers at fugacity z is 
then given (Lebowitz and Penrose 1977) by
•Cj = z(l-p) (-yl^ ) (VI,8)
Similarly one can derive the steady state concentrations c^ 
of &—clusters on the Bethe lattice with coordination number q.
As for the monomer case we have to find the probability that the
sites on the cluster and its nearest neighbours are empty. We 
denote the set of sites on an "^cluster and all its nearest 
neighbours by S^o If one increases £ by 1, the number of sites 
5%^i (^“"O more than in S^o It can then be easily shown
by induction that the probability that S is empty is equal to 
(1-p) (1+5) 3 This is true for &=1, as for the
monomer case. Assuming it is true for an integer I,
is empty} =
is empty} x P{the (q-1) extra sites in are empty/
given is empty}.
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J 1 1
((+0^(9-])+] (1+Ç)q-1 ' (,+g)(e+l)(q-I)+l
Therefore such a formula is true for all Z, The concentration
equilibrium is therefore equal to (Lebowitz and Penrose,
Z > ,
1977) z xp{s^ is empty} x the partition function of &- 
clusters in the given lattice. Therefore the equilibrium or 
steady state concentrations of ^-clusters c on the Bethe lattice 
with coordination number q:
=
3(q-i)[&(q-I)-]]! Z-] ' '
(A-I):LA(q-2)+2]! y
_(i+5)
q-1 (VI,9)
The first term in square brackets is the partition function for 
the ^-clusters on the Bethe lattice: the term involving
factorials is equal to (Fisher and Essam 1961) the number of 
inequivalent ^-clusters on the Bethe lattice, and y^~^ is the 
Boltzmann factor for the ü^nlusters, since these have £-1 bonds 
on the Bethe lattice. The equation (VI,9) corresponds to the 
approximate equation (1,6) for the equilibrium or steady state
concentrations c on the cubic lattice.
We can now calculate the parameters p and c^ for Z - 1 to 10
for the Bethe lattice with q = 6, and compare them with the
^q^^iibrium parameters of the simple cubic lattice, oF
tvo : ^ kciW^by the theory of the Ising model, the fugacity z 
satisfies the relation
— 2 —3z = y = y (VI,10) -
We can then solve for 9 using the first relation in. (VI,6) and then 
find p and Ç using (VI,7) and c^ using (VI,9), We also define 
- ' ' ' . i :: f : : i Wg as in (1,8) by
\ / ^1
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The quantity p found in this way is the coexistence density for 
the Bethe lattice, and is analogous to (1 ,9 ) which is the 
corresponding expression for the simple cubic lattice. In Table 
(VI,i) we give p,c^ and for three different temperatures.
We also give observed values for p,c^ and V  on the simple cubic 
lattice for simulations of a lattice gas (Kalos et al 1978),
The predictions of (VI,8 ), (VI,9) are very close to the observed
the simple cubic lattice for the lower temperature given 
V • 10
KT ~  ^ also Z Zc^ agrees to 5% with the corre—
1
spending value observed in the simulation. Also s i n c e i s  very 
well predicted for this temperature we can define Z exactly aa 
for the simple cubic lattice with = 0.010526 and C  = 2,415 in 
equation (1 ,8 ) for ~  = 1 ,5 ,
For the higher temperature, however, the theory for the
Bethe lattice underestimatesc^ for £>2, This is because in
(VI,9) the last term raised to the £*th power is
z _ (1+5) _ ^1 ,
xd-i ^ 1  "1 - 0  nT» whereas the corresponding term in
(1+5)^ ‘ ^  (l-p)*^
c^
(1 ,6 ) is Vy = q, thus leading to a higher concentration c
(]-p)^ &
for the simple cubic lattice for the larger values of O . The
disparity becomes more serious for higher temperatures or
equivalently densities.
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Table.(VI,i): Equilibrium parameters for the Bethe lattice
with coordination number q = 6, These are compared with 
corresponding values obtained from a simulation of a 
lattice gas on the simple cubic lattice (Kalos et al, 1978)
V
KT
■ 2 ■
1.5
.....’f\ ........
1.0926 i 0.99438
U.UlI 109 0.03771 0.050163
Bethe simple
cubic. Bethe
simple
cubic Bethe
simple
cubic
6 1.0483 1.1275 1.1710
Ç 0.014064 0.06871 0.11148
P 0.01453 0.0146 0.072 0,075 0.116 0.127
0.010066 0.010126 0.02349 0.023370 0.023735 0.023002
0.010519 0.010526 0.0294 0.029837 0.0344 0.035247
"2 0.001402 0.001382 0.005684 0.00594^k 0.005745 0.006060
0.000326 0.000328 0.002292 0.002582 0.002317 0.002673
0.000096 0.000102 0.001171 0.001388 0.001184 0.001621
0.000032 0.000035 0.000686 0.000870 0.000694 0.000940
^6 0.000012 0.000013 0.000440 0.000549 0.000445 0.000716
S 0.000005 0.000006 0.000300 0.000395 0.000304 0.000525
S 0.000002 0.000002 0.000215 0.000278 0.000217 0.000459
S 0.000001 0 0.000159 0.000210 0.000161 0.000336
^10
10
O' 0 0.000122 0.000163 0.000123 0.000294
.014524 .014593 0.058959 ,064709 0.059595 0',07]932
........1
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VI,3 The diffusion constant on the Bethe lattice as a
function of
We consider two adjacent sites a and 3 on the Bethe lattice
with q = 6 with respective fugacities and z , and local
monomer concentrations c^ and c^. If j^ is the probability
per unit time that particles go from a to 3, we can write down
the definition of the diffusion constants D and D as
z c
If one lets z^ -+ z^, and c^ -+ c^ in this equation, we then have 
that
dz
= 0% dZy (VI, 13)
d z •
where is the variation of fugacity with c^ the.'concentration 
of monomers. The quantity can be obtained by logarithmic ’ . 
differentiation of Ç,z,p,0, and Cj in equations (VI,3) to (VI,8). 
This gives us
= (^) ('+G3- 4y| + y S   ------ _) (VI,14)
1 1 1-p - 4yÇ - 2yEp - 5yÇ - py§
The two equations (VZ,13) and (VI,14) give; us the quantity
we are interested in, provided we know D^. We therefore
calculate this quantity. '
We take a general case when r neighbours of a, and s
( x c u  ^ i e c i  a h  cl ecixh c f  û.^^c^ p -
neighbours of 3^can be occupied or unoccupied. Denoting an 
occupied site by o , and an unoccupied site by o, the pro- 
bablities of the four cases illustrated here:
(r) _ ^ _ ^ s ) r
(VI, 15)
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are respectively in the ratio
The transition probabilities per unit time for a particle to go 
from site a to 3 or V}ceve**sa, for these four cases are given 
by
°» î p r - s ’ Î  Ps-r* ° (VI. 17)
respectively where
P r-S=-F:s—  (VI, 18)
using (1,1), (1,2) and (1,3). To find the absolute probabilities 
of (VI,15), we add the four probabilities in (VI,16), for all 
r and s between 0 and q— 1 =5. It is easy to show, using the 
binomial theorem that this normalization constant is equal to
Using (VI,6) and (VI,5) on this expression, we obtain the 
normalization constant as
( l + y ‘^ "’(i+Çg)^"'(l+ç„+Çg+yç„ïg) (VI.19)
The absolute probabilities for the configurations in (VI,15) are
then given by (VI,16)/(VI,19). Remembering that there are 
q-1 q-1
( ) X ( ) configuration for each case in (VI,15), we can
r s
express using (VI,16), (VI,17) and (VT,19) as
r s )SaEg(=oy^Pr-J-:gy'P:_r)
Since from equation (1,1), y^p^_^ = we use the first
equality in (VI,12) and let -+ thus obtaining the diffusion
106 -
constant D as z
q-1 q-1 r+- y
: :( )( y P r - s
“z = T - :  2n_2 ' ' 2. (VI.21)
( l+Ç)^^"^(I+2Ç+yÇ^)
_ V ■
ror = 1.5, or equivalently y = 4.4616, (VI,21) becomes
g 0.5 + 8.176g + 75.07g^ + 386.19S^ + 1441.26^ + 35Q8g^ 
 ^ 3(1+Ç)'° (1+2Ç + 4,4816Ç^)
(VI,22)
1
which gives as a function of As C +■ 0, ~  from (VI, 22) ,
p +• 0 from (VI,5) and (VI,7), and so 4 ^ - +  1 using (VI,8) and
1
(VI,14). The equation (VI,13) then implies that
Dc ~  as 5 + 0 (VI,23)
which agrees with (111,22). This also implies that p(£*) = 6D^, 
as predicted by (Vï,l).
In Table (VI,ii) we give for various values of corre­
sponding quantities 0,p,z, c^Vs/, and 6D^, which we
calculate from equations (VI,6), (VI,7), (VI,8), (VI,11), (VT,I4), 
(VI,22) and (VI,13) respectively. We also list which can be 
obtained from Cj via (1,9) with \\/=c^  / (l-p) ^  where p in Table (VI,ii) 
is interpreted as the total number of particles in the small 
clusters during steady state. We plot y(£*) against Z* in 
Fig. (VI,i). This graph shows that 6D^ is very large for small 
£*, but quickly decreases to about 2 for £* 50. Then y(£*)
decreases very slowly to 1 as + <», or equivalently as W W  .
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Since is always positive, has the same sign as
d 2
from (VI,13), Whenever C is such that the denominator of 
(VI, 14) becomes zero, and becomes infinite, and as Ç
decreases, then quantities change sign. This is evident from the 
last two lines in Table (VI,ii) and also in Fig,(VI,i). From
then we see that is negative for £ <26, infinite at £ ^ - 26,
• » ^ 
and positive for £ • > 26»
This confirms the predictions of Cahn (1961 ,1962) that in 
the early stages of the time evolution of quenched alloys, the 
diffusion constant is negative for the earliest times when the 
supersaturations is high or £ small. This phenomenon was termed 
spinodol decomposition, and has been observed experimentally for 
short times in liquid mixtures (Huang et al, 1974) and in alloys such as the 
®2°3 " *“ A&2 O3 system(Zaiczycki and Naudin, 1969), where the
spinodal mechanism gives way to Ostwald ripening or coarsening, 
within a few minutes after the quench. The infinite value of D
c
therefore corresponds to a? crossover between spinodal decom­
position for higher values of Ç to coarsening for the smaller values, 
or equivalently from small to large values of £*.
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VIo4 Comparison of £ and £*. at the same value of
Oil s xin
simulation time t.
Since we know y(£*) as a function of C p  or equivalently
£*, we can find the simulation time t corresponding to the
differential equation time t^^ using equation (V,2), We plot a 
1
graph of against t^^ for the densities p = 0,05, 0,075, 0.10
c
in Fig, (VI,ii). The area bounded by this graph, the ordinate
tde> and the t^^ axis then gives the required simulation time t
corresponding to t^^. This graph is done by first noting the value 
*
of at tj^ from the computer solution of the differential
equation, £* being defined by (1,9) with V  = c^(l-p)^, where p
is the overall density. We then find the value of — ^ a t  £* = £,
from Fig,(VI,i). In Table (VI,iii) we give for these three
densities t^^, the simulation time t corresponding to
ti , and (t). We then plot these values of £* and £*. onae Sim de sim
the same graph against simul ation time t. This is done in the
figures Fig, (VI,iii), Fig. (VI,iv) and Fig, (VI,v) for the
three densities p = 0.05, 0,075 and 0,10 respectively,
ih© intégration (V>2) for the simulation time t was done graphically 
from Fig (vT,ii). For negative values of we took 1/^^to be zero 
because Dg is very large when it is negative. Also Dg is negative only 
for a very short time initially.
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Comparison of and correspondingDE
to the same simulation time t,
p
. .^DE , . ^DE^^TDE^ t * lim(t)
0o05 3150 39 560 43
6300 47 1440 47
950Q 57 2520 52
12600 73 3800 68
: 15800 104 5200 100
■ 18900 153 6740 156
0.075 3400 37 290 30
6800 59 1340 55
10200 99 2800 98
13600 ■ 144 4430 164
17100 185 6180 204
0.10 3700 38 315 35
7400 72' 1565 75
■ 11100 112 3195 124
14800 146 4985 175
18500 180 6885 230
20300 198 7876 235
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Figs,.(VI,iii), (VI,iv),
* *
(VI,v): Graph of Z and Z against
- simultation time t for densities p = 0.05, 0.075, 0.10 respectively.
tilt
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Pig(VI,iii): Graph of £  and ^ simulation time t for density ^ = 0.05,
de
— 1 14 —
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Fig (VI,iv); Graph of ( and de against simulation time t for density ^  =0.075,
de*
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Fig (VI, v); Graph of and ^  against simulation time t for density
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It can be seen for all the densities, that £* and £*.
■ de Sim
increases very quickly from 2 to about 30 over the simulation 
time range 0 < t < 300* Then £* increases more slowly after that,
and reaches 200 at about t = 6000, 1 i
^ to bii r^loXcci
This very large increase in £ initially .Seems^to the 
fact that the diffusion constant is infinite at about £* = 30, 
and then changes sign and becomes positive for large values of £*.
We therefore have spinodal decomposition over the range 0 < t < 300 
for all the three densities and after that there is a crossover to 
the slower coarsening mechanism with positive D^o
For p = 0o05, £j^(t) and agree very well with each
other over the whole time range considered 0 < t < 7000, as can be
seen from Table (VI,iii) and Fig,(VI,iii), It can be seen that both 
* *
^de s^ira 8^°* slowly at first over the range 300 < t < 4000.
' *
After-..that £ is approximately linear in t for t > 4000. In fact 
for this range we can write:
£.(t) = -81 + 0 .35t  t  > 4000, p = 0.05 (VI,24)
For the two higher densities, however £*. and it agree
Sim de
very well together for 0'5l t ^ 5000, and are both approximately 
linear over the whole time range considered 0 < t < 7000* In fact 
we can write to an accuracy of 5%, the linear relations
£*. (t) = 0o038tSim
£* (t) = 20 + 0.028t
for ;p = 0.075 (VI,25) ,
and similarly
£gim(t) ■= 0.0311
£* (t) = 34 + 0.024t
for p = 0.10 (VI,26)
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In the theory of coarsening, it has been assumed (Lifshitz and
*
Slyozov, 1961) that £ (t^^) should be linear in t^^ asymptotically, 
Since t is related to t^^ via y(£*) in (V,2) and since p(£*) is 
approximately constant from Fig. (V,i) and Fig. (VI,i) over most 
of the considered time range we expect £*(t) to be linear in t 
also for large t. The three equations (VI,24), (VI,25), (VI,26) 
therefore show that the Lifshitz Slyozov assumption is valid also 
at early times.
A possible reaso.i for tne observed discrepancy in C is 
that,for fixed c, , c^for tbe I’ethe lattice is of the order
e
(1-^) smaller than c. for the simple cubic lattice, as 
pointed out towards the end of ection VI.3. To take this 
into account, we can then use ^ g, instead of c for 
Calculating sim* ® can then consider 6Dq as a
function of ^  gQ • Doing t^is leads to improved values of 
C de the larger timer for^=0.u75 and u.lO. These
Values v.re shown in brackets in ig. (VI,iv) and ig. (VI, v)
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One must recall that the effet of coagulation of large 
clusters increases the higher the density* It has been estimated j
(Penrose et al, 1978) that coagulation between large clusters h
increases the number of particles in the large clusters by j
about one quarter times the number of particles per site in the I
large clusters* This phenomenon becomes more important for 
higher densities (Lebowitz et al, 1976)*
*
To obtain an average value of y(£ ) as predicted by this 
theory, we plot t against t^^ as given in Table (VI,iii). This
graph is given in Fig, (VI,vi). From this we see that this curve
* aflPl'OXi v-nately
IS approximately linear, and hence y(£ ) is constant. In fact 
we can write this formula analogous to (V,3).
^de " %(&*)(t+Co) (VI,27)
y(£*) CzT 2,5 and tg %  1400 Lt ^ = 0-05 C'/o
As in (V,3), y(£ ) is again approximately constant over 0 < t < 7000, 
The slope is smaller, and the intercept bigger in this case 
than in (V,3), The intercept tg arises because of the presence 
of spinodal decomposition since increases very rapidly in this 
regime.
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J ü  Cr*> D
F-ig ( V I , v i ) :  Graph o f  f   ^ a g a i n s t  t  a s  p r e d i c t e d  by t h e  t h e o r y
i n  t h i s  c h a p t e r  f o r  d e n s i t r ê s ' p  = 0 . 0 5 ,  0 . 0 7 5 ,  0 . 1 0 .  The l i n e s  
a r e  a p p r o x i m a t e l y  s t r a i g h t  and t h e i r  s l o p e s  a r e  e q u a l  t o  y ( £ * ) .  
Compare t h i s  g r a p h  w i t h  t h a t  i n  F i g  ( V , i ) .
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The main conclusions we draw from this chapter therefore 
are that &j^(t) and are quite close to one another for
0 < t < 7000, for the densities p = 0.05, 0.075, 0.10.
^  pp lro% \ ifX 0. t  (I y
Also the quantity y(£ ) can be assvmei to be constant
over this time range, except perhaps for the very earliest times,
in the regime of spinodal decomposition. Also Z* (t) and &*. (t)
de Sim
are both approximately linear in t for p = 0.075 and 0.10 for the 
whole time range considered, and also for p = 0.05 for t k 4000. 
This implies that th £, Lifshitz-Slyozov coarsening mechanism starts 
early, soon after spinodal decomposition has taken place.
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Chapter VII Comparison of the Becker-Doring Equations with the 
Lifshitz-Slyozov Theory and with Real Alloys*
The purpose of this chapter is to compare the predictions 
of our differential equations with those of the theory of Lifshitz 
and Slyozov (1961) and with the cluster distribution observed 
in real alloys such as NiAl (Ardell and Nicholson, 1966)o
VII.1 Reduction of the Becker-Ddring equations to (1,12)
It has been shown (Penrose et al, 1978) that the Becker- 
Boring equations as described in Chapter II, can be reduced to an 
equation similar to (1,12) which describes the rate of growth 
of droplets of size Z with time. For large Z and t,we can assume
that the scale of variation of c. is Z*, so that 1 --— —  has
the order of magnitude l/&"« If we assume Z* itself is large; we
can approximate the Becker-Doring equations by the partial
differential equation (op. cit.)
c(A,t) (VII,1)
where A is the coefficient of (—^) in the quantity a c c. as ca-koUtel
Z z I
^ ' (11,7) and the asymptotic formula (111,24) and (111,25) 
for a^(0) to find a^, and write c^ in terms of Z using 
y  = Cj/(l-p) in (I,9)o Then A is given explicitly as
A = y(il ) (-y N ) Wg(l-p)-^ (VII,2)
U W giv/en by .
Since y(£ ) was\ shown to be approximately constant over most of 
the time range in both simulation and differential equations in 
Fig. (V, 1) and Fig. (Vl^ vi) we can consider A to be constant.
In (VII,1) we assume that c(£,t) is a smooth function of continuous 
variables^ chosen that c(&,t) = c^(t) when Z is an integer.
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*Equation (VII,i) is valid only when.£ and Z* are both 
large. For small £, however, we know that the small clusters 
obey the steady state distribution (1,6). We ean therefore 
introduce a size L so that clusters larger than this size 
are considered to be large and to obey (VII,1), whereas clusters 
smaller than this size are considered small and obey (1,6). The 
conservation of mass condition can then can be written as
P^(W) + £c(£,t)d£ = p = constant (VII,3)
L
where P^(W) was defined in (1,8). The value of L therefore should 
satisfy the inequalities 1 < < L < < £ . The latter inequality 
follows because the steady state formula (1,6) does not apply to 
clusters larger than £ . Then p^(W) signifies the number of 
particles in the small clusters at supersaturationW', which can be 
expressed in terms of £ from (1,9). In the integral in 
(VI,3), c(£,t) is given by (VII,I). The quantity £* therefore 
controls both p^ (V/) and the integral in (VII,3). Lifshitz and 
Slyozov ttiCt £ as a continuous variable from the beginning and 
do not distinguish between W and the density of the vapour, p^(W). 
Instead of (VII,3), therefore, they take, the simpler equation
£c(£,t)d£ = p
0
The quantity £* was found in Chapters V and VI to be 
linear in both the simulation and the differential equations,so 
that we can write in general
£ = K(t+tj) (VII,4)
where K and tj are constants independent of time. Since £* is 
such an important quantity in this theory, we change variables 
from t to £ in <VIf,l) as was done in Penrose (1978). Using
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(VII,4), (VII,1) can be solved by the method of characteristics 
after this further substitution
g(£,£ ) = c(A,£ )dX (VII,5)
The function g(£,£ ) stands for the total number of clusters per 
lattice site larger than £ at a certain value of £*, The new 
equation can then be written
n 1/3
is- + A JL (— ) - 1
&
g(&,& ) = 0 (VII,6)
The characteristics of (VII,6) are the solutions of
d£ A
d£
(VII,7)
This formula is identical to (1,12) with £ = £ and A = 4rDa. From
*
(VII,7), treating £ as linearly increasing in t, clusters of size 
greater than £^ tend to grow, whereas clusters smaller than £* tend 
to shrink. The solution f of (VII,7)^  httur*aL
* £ 
f = £n(£ ) + <J)(— 5^ ) = constant
£
where
X
*(x) = dy
(VII,8)
(VII,9)
The general solution of (VII,6) is therefore
(VII,10)
where V is an arbitrary function.
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VIIo2 Comparison of A, K, A/K for simulation and differ­
ential equations
We can check the validity of (VII,18) by plotting g(£,£*) 
against the argument f = £n(£*) + (}>(-— ). We do this in Fig. (VII,i) 
for p = 0.075 for 200 > £ > 50. If (VII,18) is correct, plots
of g(£,£*) against this argument for various values of £*, on 
time t, will all lie on one curveo This is indeed the case when 
one takes A/K to be 4.00 the value obtained in the 'table' method 
described in Penrose et al (1978). In Fig. (VII,i) we give these 
plots for our differential equations^ and also for the simulation 
for various values of £ . On the same axis, we also plot Y from 
Table VII in the same paper. We must bear in mind, however, that 
the function ^ is not defined the same as ours and in
fact it can be shown that our argument £n(£*) + (|)(-^ ) is equal 
to the argument in this cited paper, £n(t) + 4>(^ ), diminished by 
3.33. As is to be expected, this curve is an average of the 
coordinates for the simulation. The differential equation curve 
is always very near this curve, the error being at worst 15%,
We now compare the quantities A, K, and A/K with the same
quantities obtained, from the simulation. Taking a mean value
$
A
of y(£ ) to be about 2.5 from (VI,27) in the expression (VII,2) 
for A, and using the value K = 0.028 given in (VI,25) for the 
differential equations for density p = 0.075, will give
A = 0.11, K = 0.028, A/K = 3.94 (VII,11)
as compared with the simulation values (op cit)
A = 0.15, K = 0.038, A/K = 3.97 (VII,12)
Therefore A and K are underestimated by 25% by the differential
A
equations. This is because when £ is linear in t, A and K are
Fi.g(VîI,i); Graph of ) against the argument f = tn(&*) + )
I
for differential equatioasand simulation for various values of I  .
The constant A/K is taken to be be 4.0. This is a 'universal'
. *
curve independent of the value of I  . Density p = 0.07 5.
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*
both proportional to y(X ) which is underestimated by the same 
amount as can be seen from (VII,27) and (V,3)o However A/K, 
which is independent of p(A*), and is a dimensionless constant, 
is very well predicted by the differential equations, as 
evidenced by Fig» (VII,i). As we shall see, A/K characterizes 
the shape of the cluster size distributiouo
It can be seen from Figo (VII,i) that there are certain
consistent differences between the simulation curve and the
differential equation curveo The simulation curve has a point
of inflexion at f = &n(& ) + - 5 0 8 and the two curves
&
intersect at this point approximately. The slopes are appreciably 
different at this point of inflexion. The slope of these curves
are important because the concentrations c^ at a certain value
* .
of Z can be obtained from differentiating (VII,5):
c a , F )  = = _ | | | |
= ^  “ T 7 ~ I 7 W T 7 3
Equation (VII,13) implies that since ^  is the same in both 
simulation and differential equationsc^ = C (£,£*) is proportional 
to which is the slope of the curves in Fig, (VII,i). We 
therefore find the slopes of this simulation and the differ­
ential equation curves in Fig, (VII,I) and plot them against
f = &n(& ) + ^(-^) in Fig, (VII,ii). This graph gives us a 
Z
summary of how well the differential equations predict c^ for 
the simulation, when the value of Z is the same in both. It 
can be seen from Fig, (VII,ii) that the agreement is reasonably 
good, apart from the significant minimum in the simulation curve, 
which we plot as a histogram. This minimum features also in
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the simulation histograms for p = 0.075 in the relevant 
diagrams in Fig, (V^ ii).
The function Y in (VII,10) can be found explicitly as a
function of the argument f = An(A ) + 4>(-^ ) « This is done in
Z
a way similar to that employed in Penrose et al (1978) but using
Z* instead of t. Essentially this implies treating p-p^(W)
*
in (VII,3) as a function of Z using the steady state distri­
bution of small clusters (1,6) and equation (1,8) which gives 
y  in terms of Z*o Thus p-p^(W) can be accurately approximated 
by a polynomial i n —  For p = 0.075 this polynomial is
I
analogous to equatibn (41) in this cited work and is given by
0.063,6 - (VII, 14)
The integral in the conservation of mass condition (VII,3) can 
be integrated by parts using the fact that In fact
it can be shown that to an accuracy of we can write (Penrose
Z '
et al, 1978) (VII,3) as
Y(&n(& ) + ^0)d& (VII,15)p - p ^ ( W )  =
Since p-p^(W) approaches the constant p-p^(W^) for large time, it 
can be argued that the integral on the right is approximately 
independent of t, and hence that Y(f) is approximately ■ :
proportional to e"^. For the times considered, however, P 2 0  
still varying appreciably and so one assumes that Y(f) is given 
approximately by (Penrose et al, 1978)
T(f) = Cge-f - C,e-4f/3 _ -5f/3 (VII,,6)
Substituting (VII,14) in the left hand side of (VII,15), and 
(VII,16) in the right hand side one can obtain the constants
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Cq, Cj and C2 as
^ *06316
^0 ^
e-+(=)dx
0
.18686
frS/3*(x)dx
0
We integrated by Simpson^s rule using (VII,9) with
A/K = 4 . The range from 0 to ~ in (VII,17) was replaced by
the range 0 < x = —^ < 5, because there were no clusters of
* &
size & > 5& . We then obtain for Y(f) the formula
g(&,A*) = Y(f) = 0o05134e^ - 0.02947<>4f/3 _ 0^307.
(VII,18)
This holds approximately for both simulation and differential 
equations because ^  is the same in both. In Table (VII,i), we 
compare the prediction of (VII,22) with the simulation values 
for g given in Table VII (op, cit), remembering that x as defined 
in this table is equal to f + 3.33* The agreement is better 
than 15% over most of the range of x or f.
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Table (VII,i); Comparison of (VII^IS) with simulation values 
of g obtained from Table VII from Penrose et al (1978)
X
12500 Y .
sim
from Table.VII(op.cit)
f - x-3.33 125000 Y(z) 
from (VII,18)
7.54 55 4.21 56
7.65 50 4.32 52.2
7.76 45 4.43 48.5
7.91 40 4.58 43.6
8.09 35 4.76 38.2
8.32 30 4.99 31.9
8.61 25 5.28 25.1
9.04 20 5.71 17.3
9.51 ; 15 6.18 11.4
9.92 ■ 10 6.59 7.8
10.31 .
......... ^ .............. .6.98 5.38
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VIIo3 Comparison of the cluster size distribution predicted 
by our equations with that of real alloys.
In this section, we compare the predictions of the Becker-
f-t ^
Doring equations and of the Lifshitz-Slyozov theory with
the cluster distribution in real alloys. (Ardell and Nicholson
1966, Pedder 1978).
It was found in the previous section that the dimension- 
less constant A/K is very well predicted by the differential 
equations and that its value is about 4,0, This differs from 
the value predicted by Lifshitz and Slyozov, They predict that 
the denominator in (VII,9) must have a double zero which implies 
that A/K is 675, This is appreciably greater than the value 
of A/K predicted by the differential equations and observed in 
the simulation.
The time independent cluster size distribution for
several Ni-A& alloys was extensively studied by Ardell and
Nicholson (1966). The abscissa in their histograms is taken to
be (— ^) and the area under the curve is proportional to
Z
the total number of clusters. In Fig,(VII,iii), therefore, we 
,.1/3 2/3 1/3
plot Z Z against (—^) for the*_differential equations
Z
at density p = 0,075 for various values of Z*o The area under 
such a graph also gives the total number of clusters. Since we 
are now more interested in the shape of the distribution 
rather than the actual concentrations c^, we adjust the scales 
so that all ordinates at & = in Fig.(VII,iii) are equal to 1. 
On the same graph we also plot histograms of several Ni—AZ 
alloys (Ardell and Nicholson, 1966). We also plot the Lifshitz- 
Slyozov distribution with A/K = 6.75. This has an explicit
1
3
■ *1/3 7/3 . / % \
Fig(VII,iii): Graph of I I against I for our
differential equationsand for Ni Al alloys(Ardell and Nicholson, 1966)
The predictions of Lifshitz and Slyozov are also given. The
*
ordinates at £ = £ are all scaled down to 1.
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0 1/3
formula (Wagner, 1961, and Ardell, 1969), If r = (~) ,
&
then the Lifshitz-Slyozov distribution d(r) is given explicitly 
by
j. , 7/3 I  M / 3
d(r) a P  (■, ■ ) k  > exp(c ) for r ^ ?
l - r  l - r  2
0 f o r r ^ l  (VII, 19)
We also require d(r) to be equal to 1 for Z = £*, for the purpose 
of direct comparison with the other curves.
The normalized distributions of the alloy and our differ­
ential equations are broader and have a I oyer peak than the
"t I o VA lU h I c h
;oes to zero at (—
1/3 Z
d l  S - t r  I W i; 1 1 c, i K 1/^
Lifshitz Slyozov^goe • ) = 1.5 and is already
Z - .
very small at (— ^) = 1.4, On the other hand the differential
Z
equationsand the alloy go to zero at about 1,7. Our distri­
bution also seems to be quite accurate for Z < Z*, Fig,(VII,iii) 
shows that the smaller A/K is, the broader the distribution is.
d&*
Ardell and Nicholson (1966) also predict that the quantity 
^  should be independent of the density p at fixed temperatures 
Indeed this is shown to be approximately true for the differ­
ential equation for densities p = 0.075 and 0.10 and for the 
simulation at the same densities. See Fig.(VII,iv) and 
F9g.(VI,v)o This phenomena is also observed in Ni kZ alloys 
and also in the coarsening of copper in an a-Fe matrix.
(Speich and Oriani, 1965). However, the rate of coarsening 
is heavily dependent on temperature. In practice, the diffusion
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Pq .
constant D or is heavily dependent on temperature. In fact 
D satisfies Arrhenius law, that is &\(D)is proportional to ~  
in many systems including Cd-Ag (Pedder, 1979), Mn-Mg (Smith, 
1967) and Si-Ni alloys (Ardell, 1969 and Rastogi, unpublished 
quoted in Ardell).
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